
By BERNIE BELLAN

As part of our continued
commitment to report-
ing on how various

agencies within the Jewish
community are functioning
during these exceptionally
difficult times, from time to
time we’ve been speaking
with the heads of agencies
that are directly involved with
the senior population of our
community.

We recently spoke with
Laurie Cerqueti (pronounced
Cherqueti, by the way), who’s
now been in her role as CEO
of the Simkin Centre for 19
months. Naturally, given all
that’s happened, we wondered
whether she had ever experi-
enced anything nearly as diffi-
cult as what she – and the rest
of the 250 staff at the Simkin
Centre have been experienc-
ing these past six months.

“I graduated from nursing in
1994,” Laurie said, “but noth-
ing that I’ve ever done before
comes close to what we’ve
been going through these past
six months.” (Prior to becom-
ing CEO of the Simkin
Centre, Laurie had been CEO of Meadowood
Manor in Winnipeg.)

When I spoke with Laurie early in May – a
month and a half after the lockdown of all
Personal Care Homes in Manitoba had been
put into effect, she described all the extra
requirements that had been placed on PCH’s,
including having to severely restrict access to
the building; extra sanitation procedures;
training of almost all staff in feeding and swal-
lowing assistance; and so much more.

Despite the increased burdens that were
placed on all PCH’s in the province, the only
additional funding from the Provincial
Government came in the form of “money to
ensure facilities are in line with revised
Manitoba Fire Code requirements, including
provision of fire suppression systems and
increased fire separation enhancements.”

In my May report on the Simkin Centre I
noted the concern that Laurie had back then
that, while PCH’s were going to have to shoul-
der extra financial burdens, there would be no
additional assistance forthcoming from the
Province:

“What about the financial situation for the
Simkin Centre?” I wondered. “How different
is it as a result of the pandemic?”

“There are a number
of large costs for equip-
ment and supplies -
right when it started
happening,” Laurie
answered, “and there
are ongoing costs.”

“And you mean
Simkin will have to
assume responsibility
for those costs - and not
the province?” I asked.

“I’m not confident
that the province will
fund partially or fully
any of this,” Laurie said.

“Really - wow!” I
said. “You mean it’s all
going to fall on to the
Personal Care Homes
themselves to fund?”

“It could,” Laurie
said. “I’m not confi-
dent”(that the province
will provide the fund-
ing).

She added that, in
addition to the extra
costs imposed on
PCH’s for equipment
and supplies, “there are
all these new rules - if
you’ve traveled, you

can’t come to work for 14 days; if you have
any symptoms you have to go get swabbed,
and then you have to have the A-OK, you can
come back to work; or people that have pre-
existing conditions aren’t able to work. So
there are increased staffing costs that we are
incurring.”

As it turned out, there wasn’t any more
money made available to hire extra staff -
even though workers at PCH’s were advised
not to report for work if they had the slightest
suspicion they might be sick. Further, the
practice of workers moving between different
PCH’s to fill vacant shifts was no longer
allowed (quite understandably – in order to
minimize the chances of community transmis-
sion of the virus).

In July, Julie Turenne-Maynard, executive
director of MARCHE — The Manitoba
Association of Residential and Community
Care Homes for the Elderly — reported that
the COVID-19 pandemic was “shining a spot-
light on long-term care across the country and
highlighting the consequences of a 10-year
funding freeze in Manitoba.”

She said that “while Manitoba’s personal
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Hasidic Jews have rebbes.
Secular Jews have RBG. 
By Rabbi BEN
GREENFIELD

(JTA) — In the
haredi Orthodox
world, a gadol is a
Torah sage of such
outstanding schol-
arly achievement
that their legal con-
clusions are widely
accepted and their
words are deemed
worthy of close
study and repetition. More than just a mere expert, a
gadol’s very persona is revered — photos of their vis-
age hang on the wall, their advice is sought, they’re
discussed with gushing expressions of admiration —
as they symbolize not just a canon of knowledge but
an entire community’s aspirations for itself.   

For secular, liberal and even Modern Orthodox
Jews, “gadol culture” can read as off-putting and
over the top. But Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s
death can help non-haredi Jews acknowledge the
necessity and value of gadol figures, since in retro-

Simkin Centre CEO 
LAURIE CERQUETI

“...there have been weekly treats
provided to staff – paid for by
individual board members, resi-
dents and family members” - 

Continued on page 2. See “Simkin Centre”.

The late Justice RUTH
BADER GINSBURG

Continued on page 2. See “Ginsburg”.
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Community news
care homes
have been
largely for-
tunate in

the fight against COVID-19 (and, as we’ve all seen
since then, that assessment sadly proved quite
wrong as PCH’s have been hit with outbreaks of
the virus.) they have been chronically underfund-
ed, despite increasing costs and needs from resi-
dents.”

Over the past 10 years, Turenne-Maynard noted,
“dietary expenses at homes operated by
MARCHE’s members have increased by 36 per
cent and the cost of incontinence supplies
increased by 50 per cent.”

Further, in the case of the Simkin Centre, the spi-
raling cost of kosher food  - as we have noted many
times before in this newspaper, has only added to
the financial burden of the Jewish Personal Care
Home.

Yet, despite all the pressures that the Simkin
Centre has been facing, when I asked Laurie how
she would describe morale among staff at the
home, she said “staff morale has been very good to excellent”.

Laurie described the many ways in which members of the boards of the
Simkin Centre Home Board and Foundation Board and residents’ relatives
have gone above and beyond in attempting to express their appreciation to
the staff. For instance, there have been weekly treats provided to staff –
paid for by individual board members, residents and family members (with
occasional donations from organizations such as the Gwen Secter Centre);
t-shirts emblazoned with the Simkin Centre logo and the words “Simkin
Strong” or #simkincares on the back; and various activities intended to
boost morale. 

You can read more about what the Simkin Centre has been doing to keep
spirits up among both staff and residents in the Simkin Centre newsletter
that is in this issue. You can also follow Simkin Centre activities on their
very colourful Facebook page, or sign up to receive their weekly e-newslet-
ter “The Simkin Star” http://eepurl.com/gVT8Q1

Despite the upbeat tone in Laurie’s voice though, I had to ask some tough
questions about the toll that the pandemic has taken on residents – both
physically and emotionally.

I wondered, for instance, whether there has been any noticeable increase
in the number of deaths at the Centre of late?

“There have been more deaths recently than what we usually experi-
ence,” Laurie said. “Whether it’s a result of loneliness, it’s hard to say, but
over the past few months there is no doubt there have been more deaths
here than there would have been normally’ (but she adds that none of the
deaths are either COVID related or have anything to do with the care resi-
dents receive.)

I wondered whether the loosening the rules governing visits by family
members has had any noticeable effect on residents’ moods? (Until July, no

family members were allowed into the actual building. You
probably recall the heart-rending stories – and pictures – of
residents trying to communicate with family members on
Facetime or by looking through windows.)

Laurie answered that staff continue to find creative ways to
keep residents busy, having fun, and remaining connected to
family and faith.  Whether this is through FaceTime visits
(which has actually connected residents with family mem-
bers that they otherwise would not have ever connected
with), drive-by parades, virtual Passover and High Holiday
services or other socially distanced programming.

While it’s certainly an improvement now that each resident
is allowed to have visits from two family members, the fact
that it always has to be the same two family members who
are allowed inside has made it difficult for many families to
decide who the two indoor visitors will be.

And, although outdoor visitation has been made available
at the Simkin Centre – under strict conditions, now that the
weather has gotten colder,  those visits will be coming to an
end.  Plans are underway to determine and renovate a suitable
space for visiting during the winter months, Laurie noted.

Given what Laurie told me about the higher than average
number of deaths of late in the Simkin Centre, I asked

whether there are some vacant beds?
Laurie did say that, while there are some vacancies, “a lot more people in

general who are paneled (the process whereby someone is allowed to move
into a PCH) are not coming” to the Simkin Centre – or to any other PCH
for that matter. The honest to god truth is that so many seniors are terrified
at the prospect of having to go into a PCH and subsequently be removed
from their families while the pandemic rages. Of course, that places enor-
mous extra burdens on the families of seniors who would otherwise be can-
didates for admission into a PCH – it goes without saying.

It’s also important to note that, as average life expectancy has increased,
the individuals who do reside in PCH’s are much older than what was the
typical case not too long ago.

“From 15 years ago to what we see now there are so many more residents
who require a much higher level of care,” Laurie observed, while noting
once again that there has been no concomitant increase in government
funding for PCH’s.

I suggested that I could ask readers to bear in mind the increased finan-
cial obligations of the Simkin Centre – and perhaps consider making a
donation.

Despite the inevitable stress that anyone who’s involved in health care
these days must be feeling, Laurie Cerqueti still ended our conversation by
saying that “I really like being associated with the  Jewish community and
Jewish personal care home.”

I suggested that maybe it’s because Jews and Italians are so alike in so
many ways. (My wife and I are often mistaken for Italians when we trav-
el.)

“I’m not Italian myself,” Laurie laughed, “but when you’ve been married
to an Italian for 25 years you might as well be.”

spect, so many lib-
eral Jews adopted
her as one.  

Justice Ginsburg
was obviously a master jurist, whose conclusions
were binding in many cases and oft-quoted even
when not. But she also became a moral icon, held up
as a beacon of sagacity, fierce femininity and strident
commitment to progressive justice. She became Ruth
the Tzaddik (the righteous one) and even — borrow-
ing from words traditionally reserved for God — the
Blessed True Judge. 

Appropriately, a rabbinic gadol is surrounded by an aura of stories,
mythology and fawning hagiography. Some of this media emphasize just
how intensely and gracefully the gadol embodied communal values and
how different they are from us in their brilliance, while others detail how
surprisingly warm or approachable they are in spite of it. I invite you to
spend a few hours on Netflix enjoying Ginsburg’s parallel treatment.

Ultimately, a gadol is a legal personality with whom we have an emo-
tional attachment. This attachment manifests in material objects, like
framed photos, rabbinic “baseball” cards for kids and subtle changes in the
kind of hat or dress that a follower dons. For the Notorious RBG, it’s
expressed in tote bags, street art and homages to her iconic lace jabot.

But the emotional attachment really shows itself (perhaps more than
we’d even expect) upon the gadol’s death. Thousands gathered to mourn
the death of the last American gadol, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, and nearly 1
million attended the funeral of Israel’s last great sage, Rabbi Ovadia Yosef.
So, too, tens of thousands gathered online and on the Supreme Court steps
to mourn the death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg. And just like when these tow-
ering spiritual figures passed, many feel inspired by RBG’s life to make
meaningful changes in their own.  

In their passing, we suddenly feel the
gap in our lives that these icons once
somehow filled. That’s when you know
this “scholar” was actually much more
than that. 

Maybe Justice Ginsburg’s passing is a
good moment for non-haredi Jews to
appreciate what works and is so impor-
tant about gadol culture.

Legal scholarship, whether secular or
sacred, is often seen as a dry, limited pur-
suit. But when someone combines impec-

cable knowledge of the law with a righteous heart, it’s reasonable to turn to
them as a voice and speaker on the largest questions. It applies to Ginsburg,
and it applies to Torah sages.

Let’s not dismiss “rabbi worship” when we have our own secular forms
of avid moral fandom. Pictures, stories, hagiographies, “merch” and even
fashion choices are all legitimate expressions of appreciation. And who
else should we be appreciating if not our moral and spiritual heroes?

In gadol culture, age is a virtue, with wise elders acting as decision mak-
ers and moral voices. Let them and RBG’s legacy remind us not to give into
secular society’s gross ageism; a sage in their 80s or 90s is a precious gift.

We all need moral role models. Haredi Jewish culture expects those role
models to be deeply analytic thinkers, living a life oriented around text yet
somehow seeing far beyond the printed page, in whom the weight of com-
munal responsibility and decades of hard-earned wisdom together adhere.
Thankfully, liberal Jewish culture expects the same.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of JTA or its parent company, 70
Faces Media.

Simkin Centre
(Continued from page 1.)

Ginsburg
(Continued from page 1.)

Ruth Bader Ginsburg through the ages

Gwen Secter Centre has also
provided baking for Simkin
Centre staff.
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In the midst of these strangest of times, when
the deadly virus everywhere shows no signs
of abating, there are two stories dominating

the news headlines: the pandemic and the
American election.

While we here in Manitoba are now headed
into a period of even further restrictions on what
we will be able to do outside the confines of our
own homes, not surprisingly, the message we are

receiving from public officials is often muddled and contradictory.
For instance, if gatherings of more than 10 individuals inside public

spaces are not to be allowed – except for those areas that are exempt,
including schools and such apparently crucial venues as casinos, while din-
ers inside restaurants must wear masks – except when they’re eating, how
really restrictive are those new rules?

There are so many problems with trying to be all things to all people,
which our public health officials and the politicians who take their cues
from those officials seem to be trying to be – by announcing restrictions,
then announcing exemptions to those restrictions so as not to put too severe
a crimp on businesses and schools, that the ultimate result is what many
others have already noted: Our public health officials are really doing noth-
ing more than playing “whack-a-mole” by trying to stamp out the pandem-
ic in one area, only to see it surface in another where they didn’t clamp
down hard enough.

What we’ve seen happen in Israel though is a salient case of what hap-
pens when you ease restrictions too quickly - and give in to public pressure
to ease restrictions. At the time of writing Israel has seen 8,000 new cases
of the virus emerge two days running. While Israel is small geographically
– about the size of New Jersey, its population is also just about the same
size  as New Jersey’s. Yet, while New Jersey has certainly been hit hard by
the virus, as have all U.S. states, it’s nowhere close to being as hard hit as
Israel. Of course, there are many things that factor into the contrasting sit-
uations in New Jersey and Israel, but it does come as quite a shock to con-
template the notion that a country with as comprehensive a public health
system as Israel has been so devastated by the coronavirus.

Turning to the American election though – what a fascinating - and for
many of us, terrifying period in history through which we’re now living
with what is going on south of the border. I think I’ve made it quite clear
through my years writing this column that I absolutely detest Donald
Trump. That being said, however, I do understand the attraction he holds
for so many Americans – a good many Jews among them.

In our last issue we had an opinion piece by Jonathan Tobin, whose writ-
ing is always clear and insightful, in which he argued that Trump’s Mideast
policy has been so much more effective than President Obama’s, and that
Joe Biden should take note of some of the lessons learned, especially from
taking a very hard line on Iran.

In this issue we’re carrying an opinion piece by Royle Derbitsky, in
which he articulates a point of view about President Trump that might be
quite a bit more common among American Jews than polls would tend to
indicate. The prevailing opinion is that approximately 80% of U.S. Jewish

voters vote Democrat, but
Royle makes the case that a
good many Jews (including
here in Winnipeg) may not
want to reveal their admira-
tion for Trump, lest they be
ostracized by fellow Jews.

Still, if the only prism
through which we should
view someone like Trump is
whether he’s more pro-Israel
than Biden would likely be, I
would argue that would be a
terrible mistake. With all the
damage that Trump and his
lackeys in the U.S. Senate
have perpetrated upon some
of the most basic institutions
in America, it is hard to know
whether some of that damage
is, in fact, irreparable.

A couple of years ago I
read a book by Michael
Lewis, who is the well-
known author of
“Moneyball”, “The Big
Short” and a great many
other books in which he
takes a look at well-known
subjects but puts a novel spin

on them. In 2018 he released a book titled “The Fifth Risk”, in which he
examined the impact Trump’s policies have had on three American depart-
ments of government: Energy, Agriculture, and Commerce. 

Not only does Lewis document how abysmally ignorant Trump and most
of the individuals whom he brought into government were about the day to
day workings of the U.S. Federal government (I’ll never forget the remark
that Donald Trump Jr. made when he was told that there was a U.S.
Department of Agriculture that had huge responsibilities going far beyond
simply agriculture: “You mean there’s a Department of Agriculture?”), the
concerted effort that Trump’s team has been making to undercut some of
the most basic functions of American government have had catastrophic
consequences. In one of the chapters of the book Lewis explains how peo-
ple appointed by Trump tried to keep the National Weather Service from
continuing to offer free weather forecasts (including tornado predictions)
because the service was competing with private weather forecasters, such
as AccuWeather. 

Fortunately, that attempt to completely privatize weather forecasting
never came to pass, but we’ve all seen the results of decisions made to con-
tinually undercut the delivery of public health services for instance, with
the resulting lack of preparedness that American states had when it came to
dealing with COVID-19.

There is an easy-to-understand explanation of the hold that Trump has on
his “base”, no matter how much members of that  base – especially
Christian Evangelicals may personally find Trump’s private behaviour to
be abhorrent: “God, guns, and abortion”. So long as he is seen as promot-
ing those three pillars of American “freedom”, he’ll get the votes of “God-
fearing, righteous” Americans. And, if he occasionally happens to do some-
thing that wins the approval of others who, for the most part, detest Trump,
such as moving the U.S. Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem, well – just like
Evangelical Christians, many Jews are willing to put aside the loathing they
may feel for the man for the sake of the few things he’s done which they
applaud. 

What concerns so many of us now is the prospect that, now that Trump
will have a solid majority of conservative judges on the Supreme Court, if
the election doesn’t go his way once mail-in ballots are counted, he will ask
the court to nullify the result of the election. No matter how much Trump
may have done to win over support from members of the Jewish commu-
nity, therefore, I would argue that for Jews to give their support to such a
dangerously authoritarian figure come election day would be to sacrifice
the values that are inherent in Judaism for the sake of some minor achieve-
ments when it comes to Israel.

On another note I’ve been asked more than once why I continue to allow
the opinions of members of certain groups, especially Independent Jewish
Voices, to be consistently aired within the pages of this newspaper? 

The reason, as I’ve always explained, is that printing opinions with which
you may not agree is one of the core objectives that a newspaper should
hold. My own opinions on many subjects tend to vacillate as I read and
hear different perspectives raised.  I want to keep apprised of as many dif-
ferent points of view before I arrive at my own conclusions. That’s some-
thing that so many consumers of social media refuse to do as they prefer to
read opinions that only confirm beliefs they already hold.

I also note the enjoyment that many readers have when they encounter
something that can readily distract them from the depressing news that can
easily overwhelm them if they’re as obsessed with following the news on
a constant basis as I am, such as our articles in the last issue about Bredin
Drive and McAdam Avenue.

Yes, this paper is often quite schmaltzy – and we carry more than our
share of nostalgia pieces, but I’m quite aware that our average readers are
older and quite enjoy the looks back in time that are such staples of this
newspaper. I find that, as much as someone who might be new to our com-
munity would find it a little odd to see how often we carry a piece that
looks back to a time long before they would have arrived in Winnipeg,
knowing where so many of us came from is a key part to understanding
how our community has remained as vibrant as it has.

In that vein, I want to express my sorrow at the recent loss of photogra-
pher Manny Sousa. I had known Manny for over 30 years and his presence
at so many community events, with his trademark white spats on his shoes,
was one of the many things I could always count on seeing when I was also
present at those same events.  He was such a better photographer than me
that if ever I saw him at an event – even when I was carrying my own cam-
era, I would always ask him whether he would send me some of his pic-
tures. Manny was always gracious in being willing to share photos he took
at those events and I’m sure that you recall seeing the photo credit “Manuel
F. Sousa Photography” countless times on the pages of this paper. It always
comes as a shock to learn of the passing of someone who you had no idea
had a health issue. It’s just one more of the devastating consequences of our
being separated from one another during these difficult times. If there’s one
thing that this paper can do for so many of us, however, it’s to keep at least
some sort of connection among us when we can’t be physically together for
the most part. 
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Letters

Thank you for review of
“The S.S. Officer’s Armchair”

Dear Bernie Bellan,
What a delight to wake up and find your kind and generous review of my

book. I’m extremely touched by how much thought you put into writing it.
You seem to have read every word! 

Truth be told I didn’t know my book was available in Canada. I haven’t
been asked to do a single speaking event there yet. Perhaps in the autumn.

With thanks and best wishes,
Daniel  

Dr Daniel Lee (he/his)  
Lecturer in Modern French History
BBC New Generation Thinker 2015
School of History 
Queen Mary, University of London
Twitter: @daniellee550

Ed. note: “The SS Officer’s Armchair” is available on Amazon in
either hardcover or paperback form, or for a Kindle. 

Further to the IHRA definition of antisemitism

To the editor
I am writing in response to Belle Jarniewski’s September 16 critique of

my August 18 letter to the editor.
Jarniewski wrote that I misrepresented the background, content and pur-

pose of the IHRA’s (International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance) defi-
nition of antisemitism. 

I am contending here as I did in my August 18th letter that the back-
ground to the IHRA definition is to stifle criticism of Israel.

More than 40 Jewish organizations around the world warned that the
IHRA definition of antisemitism is worded so it can be be easily adopted
by western governments to equate legitimate criticisms of Israel and advo-
cacy for Palestinian rights with antisemitism. A statement signed by more
than 400 academics opposes the implementation of this definition in
Canada for this reason.

Lawyers, academics, journalists, teachers, artists, students, activists, and
trade unions in Canada have been subjected to smear campaigns, event
cancellations, physical violence, professional disciplinary measures, and
condemnation by the Prime Minister and other political leaders, for oppos-
ing Israel’s gross violations of international law and expressing solidarity
with Palestinians. 

In August, Indigenous CBC journalist Duncan McCue was required to
apologize simply for using the word “Palestine” on-air.

Clearly the purpose of the IHRA definition is to limit, restrict, and even
punish critics of Israel with legal sanctions. The federal “Israel Anti-
Boycott Act” in the U.S. was a clear attempt to stifle free speech. It has
inspired legislation in 31 states which allows those states to refuse to buy
goods and services from companies expressing support for BDS. Loyalty
oaths to Israel are part of the legislation. A children’s speech pathologist in
Texas was fired because she refused to sign a loyalty oath to Israel.
Ontario’s Bill 168 mandates use of the IHRA definition to interpret anti-
discrimination and anti-hate laws which can indeed result in prosecution.
Whether Jarniewski and the IHRA admit it or not, there is indeed a move
to criminalize criticism of Israel.

The IHRA definition doesn’t help the fight against anti-semitism either.
Anti-semitic incidents have more than than doubled in the last 4 years
according to the Anti-defamation league. This coincides with the resur-
gence of the “alt-right” and neo-Nazis who I suspect are responsible for the
bulk of the incidents. 

David Weller

Growing up in East Kildonan
(Re: article in Sept. 16 issue 

about Bredin Drive)

My parents Manuel and Lillian Silverman owned
a home in East Kildonan. I have fond memories of
playing with the Billinkoff and Freed children. It
was a very close little community and a great place
to live. Our address was 120 Roosevelt Place.

Merrill Silverman Shwaid

Hi Bernie
I enjoyed reading the articles about the predominantly Jewish streets in

the north end and could not let the opportunity pass by to tell you about
another unique street that I was fortunate to have grow up on. In 1969, my
parents, Mickey and Roslyn Rosenberg, built their first home on Tanoak
Park Drive in Garden City. Within a few years all 36 lots were sold, and
this little street became a shtetl. Jewish families lived in 32 of the 36 homes
on the street. Regardless of age, many of us played together and went to
the same school. It is interesting to note, now that my generation is all
grown up and married with families of our own, many of our children are
now friends and closely connected. I am including the names of all the
original families that resided on the street.
Cheryl Smith (née Rosenberg)

Re: Black Lives Matter and Kenosha, Wisconsin

Hello Bernie,
In your September 2nd issue, on page 21, you reprinted the JTA  inter-

view with Rabbi Dena Feingold from Beth Hillel Temple in Kenosha,
Wisconsin.

UJPO Winnipeg sent Rabbi Feingold a letter of support for her and her
synagogue’s stand in support of the Black Lives Matter campaign.

I’ve attached our letter below in the hope that you might reprint it in a
forthcoming issue of JP&N. This issue is certainly not going away anytime
soon.

Thanks,
Diane Zack
on behalf of UJPO Winnipeg Branch

Dear Rabbi Feingold,
It is with admiration and pride that we offer our support and thanks for

the ongoing stand that you and your congregation have shown in support-
ing the Black Lives Matter campaign. 

Your interview with JTA was carried by our local Jewish Post & News in
its September 2nd issue. We see through your synagogue’s website that you
also gave interviews to Forward and the Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle. In all
the interviews and statements, you have taken a principled position in
fighting anti-Black racism and not getting diverted by incidental acts of
vandalism at your own synagogue and neighbourhood. You said the latter
was a trivial matter, and that what had been happening was not about you,
but about the systemic racism that plagues society, about police policy,
about implicit bias, white privilege and the bigger issues. We were heart-
ened by your words, and want you to know that we support your principled
stand.

The United Jewish People’s Order (UJPO) is an organization of secular
Jews with a long history in Canada of fighting for social justice. In recent
months, our branch in Winnipeg, as well as other progressive Jews, have
taken a stand in opposing opinions expressed in the local Jewish press that
BLM is an anti-Semitic organization and that vandalism earlier in the sum-
mer in the Fairfax neighbourhood of Los Angeles had constituted a pogrom
against Jewish people. 

So we are with you, and sincerely hope that Jews in Canada and the US
will continue to carry the  mantle of social justice and oppose all forms of
racism. 

Regards,
Diane Zack
On behalf of the Board
United Jewish People’s Order
Winnipeg Branch

At one time Tanoak was also 90% Jewish



By RON KAMPEAS 
(Sept. 26, 2020) (JTA) — Alexandria Ocasio Cortez, the

popular progressive New York congresswoman, is withdraw-
ing from an Americans for Peace Now event memorializing
Yitzhak Rabin, the Israeli prime minister a Jewish extremist
murdered in 1995 for his efforts to achieve peace with the
Palestinians.

“We are sorry to hear that Rep. Ocasio-Cortez will no
l o n g e r
b e
s p e a k -
ing at
our Oct.
2 0 t h
Yitzhak
Rabin memorial,”
Hadar Susskind,
Americans for Peace
Now’s president, said
Saturday in an email
to JTA. “Her partici-
pation would have
added to the event.”
O c a s i o - C o r t e z ’ s
spokeswoman had
confirmed her with-
drawal on Friday, but

there were still questions about whether it would be reversed.
In its tweet Thursday announcing Ocasio-Cortez’s partici-

pation, Americans for Peace Now said she would “reflect on
fulfilling the courageous Israeli leader’s mission for peace
and justice today in the U.S. and Israel.”

A person associated with the presidential campaign of Joe
Biden, the Democratic nominee, told JTA that should Ocasio-
Cortez withdraw, it would be “problematic.” “She could have
rejected the invitation for any number of reasons,” the Biden
campaign associate said. “But if she agrees and then pulls
out, she’s creating problems for her own party.”

Ocasio-Cortez first on Friday told Alex Kane, a writer with
Jewish Currents, that she was reconsidering the invitation to
appear at the event. “Hey there — this event and my involve-
ment was presented to my team differently from how it’s now

being promoted,” she told Kane on Twitter. “Thanks for pointing it out.
Taking a look into this now.”

Kane later quoted a source as saying that that the invitation to Ocasio-
Cortez was not framed as a memorial, but as a review of the Oslo peace
process launched by Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat in 1993.
Americans for Peace Now has since Aug. 29 framed the Oct. 20 event as a
Rabin memorial. It falls close to the 25th anniversary of Rabin’s assassina-
tion as he left a peace rally in Tel Aviv, on Nov. 4, 1995.

Also scheduled to appear at the event are Rabin’s granddaughter, Noa
Rothman, and actor Mandy Patinkin, who last month released a video say-
ing “I’ll be hosting a virtual memorial event for Yitzhak Rabin.”

A number of pro-Palestinian groups and fig-
ures had lacerated Ocasio-Cortez for agreeing to
attend, describing Rabin, who was an officer in
the 1948 Independence War, as a war criminal
for his order to expel Arabs from their home-
towns in that war, and for calling for brutal mea-
sures to repress the First Intifada, or violent
Palestinian uprising, when he was defense min-
ister from 1987-1990.

“His legacy is one of violence and disposses-
sion for Palestinians,” Adalah Justice Project, a
pro-Palestinian advocacy group, said on Twitter
in announcing that Ocasio-Cortez had pulled out
of the event. “Thank you AOC for listening to
the lived experience of the Palestinian people.”

Rabin, elected prime minister in 1992, was the
first Israeli prime minister to recognize the
Palestine Liberation Organization as the legiti-
mate representative of the Palestinians and
formed a bond with Yassir Arafat. Arafat pub-
licly mourned Rabin’s passing and made a rare
and risky visit into Israel to relay condolences to
Rabin’s widow Leah.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez withdraws from event honoring Yitzhak Rabin

Budding entrepreneur
Phil Klein goes full
bagel within the next

few weeks. The founder of
Bagelsmith is optimistic as
he goes against the trend of
endangered restaurants in
downtown Winnipeg as a
result of the economic dam-
age caused by COVID-19.

“We have a great location (at 185 Carlton Street
beside the Ichi-Ban Restaurant and across from the
Convention Centre) right in the heart of downtown,”
says the former provincial civil servant.  “We have the
high density Holiday Towers to the east and the new
True North Square development to the north.

“I am really excited.  This neighbourhood is a good
fit for us.”

Klein, the son of Jerry and Jan Klein, notes that he
worked in the pizza business in his younger days but,
in recent years, had been working in human resource
management.

“I had been thinking about a career change for a
while,” he says.  “Then, one evening, my wife and I were watching a show
on the Food channel and the subject of bagels came up.  I decided imme-
diately that I wanted to open a bagel shop – and my wife agreed.”

It took two years for the new bagelmeister to perfect his recipe for  mak-
ing Montreal-style bagels - authentic Montreal bagels are first boiled in

water with honey, which gives it a sweeter taste – and set-
tle on the right location. He reports that he had settled on
a lease just before COVID struck.

Rather than being discouraged, Klein started his new
business online with home deliveries.  “We had to do
something to get some exposure,” he says.  “The response
was really positive.  It provided us with great exposure.
Sales were so brisk after just the first three weeks that we
had to hire more staff and bring in more equipment and
bigger kettles to keep up the demand.

“We also are selling our bagels in places such as Myer’s
Deli and Piazza De Nardi.”

Bagelsmith has been designed to be a grab and go oper-
ation rather than an eat-in restaurant.  “We will have our
large kettle for boiling bagels up at the front,” Klein says.
“Customers will also be able to see the bagels coming out
of the oven.”

The bagel selection initially will feature the basics:
plain, everything, poppyseed and sesame.  ”It is with our
shmears that we will be having some fun,” Klein notes.

“We’re going to have a large selection of schmears,” he
said. “We have upwards of 40 different recipes to choose

from. Among the options are plain cream cheese, jalapeno cheddar,
carmelized onion, wasabi, buffalo ranch and pizza flavourings.”

Klein adds that he will be bringing in smoked meat from Montreal.
For further information about Bagelsmith and its products, dial up  or

drop in.

Bagelsmith bringing Montreal-style bagels to downtown Winnipeg
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MYRON LOVE

PHIL KLEIN of Bagelsmith

Alexandria 
Ocasio Cortez
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Comment

Does Donald Trump deserve the Nobel Peace Prize?

Donald Trump’s foreign policy can be
described as “peace through strength.”
This policy underpins the reasons Trump

was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize – for
the recent peace deal announced between Israel
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). 

Now a second peace agreement has been
announced between Israel and another Muslim

country, Bahrain. When signing the peace deal, the King of Bahrain cred-
ited Donald Trump’s statesmanship for making the peace deal possible.
These peace deals are enormous accomplishments that, until their
announcement, would have seemed impossible.

The UAE and Bahrain have agreed to normalized relations with Israel.
Peace with Israel will bring economic benefits for everyone, including for
Israel. Normalized relations apparently also bring greater cooperation in
the fight against terror.

It appears similar deals with other Middle East countries will follow – to
potentially bring a new era of peace. 

Consider that until these announcements, Israel had peace agreements
with only two other Middle Eastern countries – Egypt and Jordan. It has
been 26 years since the last peace agreement between Israel and a Muslim
country. 

What made these recently announced peace agreements possible? 
Part of the accomplishment was to negotiate peace directly with coun-

tries, without first negotiating a two-state solution between Israel and the
Palestinians. Israel was also required to suspend annexation of land in the
West Bank.

According to Trump, these peace deals would not have been possible if
the U.S. had not withdrawn from the Iran nuclear deal. Trump diminished
Iran’s ability to export revolution. Trump’s policies toward Iran are very
controversial, but as a result of actions by Trump Iran is facing a recession
and is short of cash. Iran has less money than in the past to fund and mili-
tarize revolutionary forces in other countries.

There is a new era of stability in the Middle East that perhaps was a pre-
requisite for the recently announced peace deals. Trump has also galva-
nized an anti-Iran sentiment, which encourages countries to protect them-
selves from Iran by cooperating with Israel and the US. 

But a more likely prerequisite was diminishing US reliance on foreign
oil. The U.S. is now the largest oil producing country in the world. As a
result of increased U.S. oil production there is a global surplus of oil capac-
ity. The surplus has caused the price of oil to decline, bringing financial
challenges to many oil producing countries, including Canada, Russia, and
countries in the Middle East. 

The peace deals between Israel and two Muslim countries are enough to
justify Trump being nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. But consider
some of Trump’s other accomplishments towards peace.

1) Trump is one of the only presidents who has neither started nor
escalated a war. So far in his first term Trump has de-escalated
many conflicts. We will see what the future brings.

2) When Trump took office, the North Korea/South Korea conflict
was overheated, and it looked like a nuclear war was imminent.

Instead Trump was able to make a chaotic peace with North Korea.
The remains of 147 US soldiers from the 1950-1953 Korean war
were returned to America as a result of the negotiations with North
Korea. This was a huge accomplishment, especially when com-
pared to what Israel would give for the remains of even one Israeli
soldier.

3) Contrary to expectations, Iran and the U.S. did not go to war.
4) ISIS is diminished, and the American military has mostly with-

drawn from Syria.
5) When Trump withdrew American troops from Syria the media and

military pundits were horrified. They wanted the U.S. to defend the
Kurds from Turkish attacks by placing American soldiers between
the Kurds and the Turks, both of which are U.S. allies. Instead, the
Kurds and Turkey are co-existing. The Kurds were not slaughtered.
This issue was resolved without costing American lives. 

After withdrawing US forces from Syria, another concern was the
U.S. would lose the support of the Kurds. But it was the Kurds that
provided the intelligence which enabled the US to assassinate
General Soleimani of Iran. Cooperation continues between the
Kurds and the US.

6) The U.S. has been reducing its presence in Afghanistan. This de-
escalation will allow the Afghanistan government and the Taliban
to strike a peace deal. To this end, the Afghan government and the
Taliban have met face to face in Qatar for peace talks - for the first
time since the conflict started 19 years ago. (At the time of writing
the peace talks are still ongoing) These peace talks were brokered
by the Trump team.

7) Kosovo and Serbia have recently announced normalized economic
relations as a result of a peace deal brokered by the Trump team.
This accomplishment led to Trump being nominated a second time
for the Nobel Peace Prize. On September 18, 2020 the Republic of
Kosovo  awarded Donald Trump the “Order of Freedom” – an
honor given to local and foreign citizens for their high contribution
in defending Kosovo’s freedom.

When Trump was elected president, the media was portraying Trump as
racist against Jews. I was studying Kabbalistic teachings about ‘good’
versus ‘evil,’ which helped me realize that Trump was very pro-Israel. For
years I have believed Trump was elected president by divine intervention.
How else can you explain his election victory? I have also been saying,
“G-d picked an unlikely champion for the Jewish people.’ 

Perhaps the recently announced peace deals with the UAE and Bahrain
will bring prosperity and stability for Israel. A domino effect could bring
peace with other countries – and G-d willing, between Israel and the
Palestinians.

Trump’s chances of winning the Nobel Peace Prize would be better if he
were anyone else. But more important are the results he is getting for the
State of Israel and for stability in the Middle East.

This article reflects the opinions of the author and are not endorsed by
any company or organization with which  the author is associated.

By

ROYLE DERBITSKY

By MARCY OSTER 
Sept. 27, 2020 (JTA) — Democratic presidential nom-

inee Joe Biden compared Donald Trump’s rhetoric to that
of Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi propagandist whose work
was crucial to fueling the rise of Hitler and the Holocaust.

Biden made the comments Saturday during an inter-
view on MSNBC, when host Stephanie Ruhle asked how
he would confront repeated false claims by Trump that
Biden is a socialist or pushing a socialist agenda.

Biden responded by saying he was not sure it would be
possible to sway a Trump voter who has come to believe
that message from the president.

“He’s sort of like Goebbels. You say the lie long
enough, keep repeating it, repeating it, repeating it, it
becomes common knowledge,” Biden said.

Saturday was not the first time that Biden compared Trump to Goebbels.
He also did so in October, when he called for Trump’s impeachment for the
first time. (On Saturday, he also compared Trump to Cuban dictator Fidel
Castro, saying about Trump, “He’s more Castro than Churchill.”)

But his new comment comes amid escalating rhetoric involving Nazi
comparisons during the presidential race. Trump’s critics are increasingly
employing Nazi comparisons against him, especially amid bipartisan back-
lash against his repeated claims that the election will be illegitimate if he
loses, and his refusal to ensure a peaceful transfer of power.

At the same time, a fringe of Trump supporters, including some

Republican officials, have accused Democratic politicians of
Nazi-like behavior in confronting the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some of them have later apologized.

For decades, the Anti-Defamation League and other Jewish
groups have criticized politicians and other public figures,
including Trump, for invoking Nazi comparisons, arguing that
they cheapen the memory of the Holocaust and coarsen public
discourse.

The Anti-Defamation League did not immediately provide a
comment about Biden’s remarks Sunday.

The Republican Jewish Coalition called on Biden to retract
and apologize for his remarks.

“The rule in debate is that if your only argument is to call
your opponent a Nazi, you have no argument at all,” RJC
Executive Director Matt Brooks said in a statement. “Instead

of engaging in a debate on policy, Joe Biden has descended to name-call-
ing and Holocaust references. … There is no place in political discourse for
Holocaust imagery or comparing candidates to Nazis.”

Trump himself has made Nazi comparisons multiple times, including this
year in his July 4 speech when he suggested that his efforts to quash “the
radical left, the Marxists, the anarchists, the agitators, the looters, and peo-
ple who, in many instances, have absolutely no clue what they are doing”
were akin to the United States’ defeat of the Nazis. He has also praised
right-wing figures, including Rush Limbaugh and Alex Jones, with long
records of painting people on the left as Nazis. And his campaign has
accepted donations from a neo-Nazi leader.

Joe Biden likens Donald Trump’s rhetoric to that of Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels

Joe Biden
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Nearly 80 years after the Babyn Yar massacre, 
Ukrainian researchers lift victims out of anonymity 

(JTA) — For most of his life, all the informa-
tion Igor Kulakov had about his paternal great-
grandparents was their picture, their names and
the fact that they had been murdered during the
Holocaust.

The assumption in his family had always been
that Sheindle and Mordechai Sova were shot at
Babyn Yar (often spelled “Babi Yar”), a ravine
on Kyiv’s outskirts where German troops massa-

cred at least 33,000 Jews in September 1941, in one of the largest mas-
sacres of the Holocaust.

But beyond that, he was unable to unearth any further details, even after
attempting to research the subject in the Kyiv city archives. As he grew
older, the uncertainty began to have a psychological effect on him.

“I would get physically ill whenever I needed to pass near Babyn Yar,”
he told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency.

But in recent months, Kulakov, a 45-year-old linguist who lives near
Kyiv with his wife and three children, has been able to fill in many of the
blanks thanks to a new research project led by the Babyn Yar Holocaust
Memorial Center, an organization established in 2016 to build a Holocaust
museum in Kyiv. The center’s Names project — which began last year and
has led to the identification of 800 Babyn Yar victims whose fates had been
previously unknown — provided
Kulakov with the couple’s former
address, age, place of burial, as
well as the terrible specifics of their
final hours.

The lack of such identifying
details is not unusual for Holocaust
victims from present-day Ukraine,
where some 1.5 million Jews were killed by firing squad between 1941 and
1943, often with minimal paperwork. Ukraine’s so-called “Holocaust by
bullets” happened more sporadically, rapidly and chaotically than in the
death camps. There is so little information on what happened at Babyn Yar
that the total death toll – including Jews, psychiatric patients, prisoners of
war, suspected Ukrainian nationalists and communists – ranges between
70,000 and 100,000 victims.

The Names project has so far collected data on about 18,000 people who
were killed at Babyn Yar. Of those, only a few thousand have comprehen-
sive person files. Information on many of the others is patchy, sometimes
limited to nothing more than their names, according to Alexander Belikov,
a senior researcher at the center.

The paucity owes to a mix of factors, including the lack of German doc-
umentation, massive wartime damage to Kyiv’s archives, decades of obfus-
cation when Ukraine was part of the Soviet Union, and an outdated archiv-
ing methodology that downplayed the importance of individual stories.

“In the Soviet period, and also sometimes after that, the historical
methodology in Ukraine placed very little emphasis on individuals, despite
the early efforts of some researchers to give victims a face,” said Belikov.

When Kulakov consulted archives for traces of his great-grandparents, all
he found was a Soviet-era registry of civilian war casualties that listed their
last name, last known address, year of birth and two serial numbers: 1868
and 1869.

“It didn’t even have their first names,” he recalled.
Thanks to the project, Kulakov learned that his great-grandparents were

wholesale food merchants, traveling often to arrange shipments from the
countryside to the city. On one such trip, during the Holodomor famine of
1932, they took in a starving girl whose mother could no longer support
her.

The research also helped ascertain that Mordechai and Sheindle didn’t
die at Babyn Yar after all. They had disobeyed the order to report for depor-
tation, which in reality was a call for Jews to be rounded up for murder.
They were betrayed to police in October 1941 and executed on the spot, but
not before the woman whose daughter they saved convinced them to part
with their own daughter Freuda, Kulakov’s grandmother. Their burial place
is on Nyzhnii Val Street in Podil, a neighborhood in the center of Kyiv not
far from their last known address.

Researchers were able to pull together this story by following leads to
locate information in physical archives across Ukraine. They also use var-
ious search algorithms to mine digitized archives. Some of the information

about Mordechai and Sheindle
came from a tip that led to archives
in the Ukrainian city of Fastiv,
which turned out to be where the
Sovas bought their products.

“We’ll interview relatives to get
leads, and then cross reference that
with relevant archives,” Beilokov

said.
Other victims whom the project lifted out of anonymity include Aba

Yakovlevich and Clara Abramovna Kaganovich, a Jewish couple who were
48 when they were murdered at Babyn Yar. In the weeks following the Nazi
invasion, they used their connections – Aba was a prominent jurist – to get
their only daughter and her newly married husband a spot aboard a train
headed for Russia.

Having achieved that, they made no further attempts to escape them-
selves, their file states. The project team obtained a copy of testimony by
the concierge at the couple’s building, who said that after the deportation
order came, he “helped them aboard” a horse-drawn carriage bound for
Babyn Yar.

Researchers hope to eventually have a web page for each identified vic-
tim, complete with their life story and picture. Kulakov concedes that
learning the specifics of Mordechai and Sheindle’s last days is gruesome
and that he still avoids Babyn Yar even now.

“But it’s better to know — much better,” he said. “Only when you know
do you have any hope of moving forward. That’s true for an individual per-
son, and it’s true for a nation as a whole.”

By

CNAAN LIPHSHIZ

...some 1.5 million Jews were killed by firing squad
between 1941 and 1943, often with minimal paper-
work. Ukraine’s so-called “Holocaust by bullets”
happened more sporadically, rapidly and chaotically
than in the death camps. 

Jews attacked in 3 incidents in 
Ontario over Rosh Hashanah

Sept. 23, 2020 (JTA) — Three incidents described by a Jewish defense
agency as anti-Semitic took place in the Canadian province of Ontario over
Rosh Hashanah.

On Friday evening, a man verbally attacked a Jewish father and his son
outside a synagogue in Thornhill, a community north of Toronto with
Canada’s largest concentration of Jewish residents. The man yelled,
“You’re a piece of shit, you’re Jewish – you run the f***in’ world,” before
approaching the victim’s car and attempting to stick his hand inside, B’nai
Brith Canada reported.

On Sunday, two garage doors on private homes in Thornhill were spray-
painted with graffiti reading “Jews Run the World” and “Jews Hate
Blacks.” A nearby vehicle also was vandalized.

In Ottawa, a man spat at worshippers at an outdoor service and called
them “dirty f***ing Jews” as he drove by on Saturday.

“These appalling incidents have struck a chord with the Jewish commu-
nity at what is already a challenging time for many,” Michael Mostyn, chief
executive officer of B’nai Brith Canada, said in a statement.

Zoom will not host San Francisco State U 
event featuring Palestinian hijacker

Sept. 23, 2020 (JTA) — Zoom said it will not allow its service to host
a virtual roundtable discussion organized by San Francisco State

University featuring a Palestinian hijacker.
The videoconferencing company made its announcement on Tuesday

evening, less than a day before the scheduled program on “Teaching
Palestine.” The discussion is titled “Whose Narratives? Gender, Justice, &
Resistance: A conversation with Leila Khaled.” She is billed as a
Palestinian feminist, militant and leader.

“Zoom is committed to supporting the open exchange of ideas and con-
versations, subject to certain limitations contained in our Terms of Service,
including those related to user compliance with applicable U.S. export con-
trol, sanctions, and anti-terrorism laws,” the company said in a statement
sent to The Lawfare Project, which had urged the university to cancel the
event since Khaled is a member of a U.S.-designated terrorist organization,
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine.

“In light of the speaker’s reported affiliation or membership in a U.S.
designated foreign terrorist organization, and SFSU’s inability to confirm
otherwise, we determined the meeting is in violation of Zoom’s Terms of
Service and told SFSU they may not use Zoom for this particular event.”

Khaled was part of a team that hijacked TWA Flight 840 on its way from
Rome to Tel Aviv in August 1969. A year later she participated in the
attempted hijacking of an El Al flight from Amsterdam to New York City
as part of a series of simultaneous hijackings carried out by the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine.

Khaled was arrested in London, where the pilot diverted the plane, and
later released in exchange for hostages from another hijacking. She lives in
Amman, Jordan.

The university’s Department of Arab and Muslim Ethnicities and
Diasporas Studies, which organized the event, said on social media that it
plans to go ahead with the program.

News briefs
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Trump Middle Eastern peace efforts succeeding 
by going against long-held diplomatic dogma

By MYRON LOVE

For decades, the two main tenets among foreign policy “experts” in
North America and Western Europe were that the only way to end the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict was to pressure Israel to make major con-

cessions and that until an agreement was reached, no Arab country would
dare establish diplomatic relations with Israel.

President Donald Trump has demonstrated that consensus was wrong –
and that is one reason that Western diplomats hate him so much.

As Jonathan Tobin, the editor in chief of the Jewish News Syndicate,
pointed out in the September 16th edition of this newspaper (and which
you can also read on our website), Trump and his foreign-policy team (con-
sisting of his son-in-law Jared Kushner, Kushner’s top aide, Avi Berkowitz,
chief negotiator Jason Greenblatt, and U.S. Ambassador to Israel David
Friedman – who are all Jewish supporters of Israel) succeeded in mediat-
ing peace agreements between Israel and the Arab Gulf Kingdoms of the
UAE (United Arab Emirates) and Bahrain explicitly because they ignored
the experts and the conventional wisdom the establishment has been ped-
dling for decades.

The primary pillar of the foreign policy people vis-a-vis Israel and the
Palestinians is basically based on appeasement.  Because the Palestinians
introduced such terrorist concepts as plane hijacking and regularly carried
out (or attempted to carry out violent attacks) not only against Israelis in
Israel but also throughout the Middle East and Europe, said western diplo-
mats felt the need to pressure the Israelis to accede to all of the Palestinian
demands (which include the fictional “right of return”, Israeli unilateral
withdrawal to the pre-1967 Green Line and Jerusalem as the Palestinian
capital) without taking into consideration what the Israelis might want.

In fact, Trump’s predecessor, Barack Obama, unilaterally upped the ante
by calling on Israel to freeze “settlement construction” as a prerequisite for
negotiations with the Palestinian Authority.  That was never a condition
that the PA itself had required before previous meetings with Israeli offi-
cials.

Trump, rather than pressuring Israel for concessions put the onus on the
PA.  He called the Palestinian bluff.  When Trump announced that the U.S.
was moving its embassy to Jerusalem, the PA President Mahmoud Abbas
vowed hellfire and brimstone and the diplomat and media sages predicted
violent demonstrations throughout the Arab World. 

In fact, there was little or no reaction.
Jonathan Tobin noted Kushner persuaded Trump to work to hold the P.A.

accountable for its support of terrorism. The Trump team also stood behind
the president’s decisions to move the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem and to ignore the expert’s warnings that doing so would set the
Middle East on fire.

When Kushner eventually unveiled the “Peace to Prosperity” plan earli-

er this year – which basically recognizes the reality on the ground – that
Israel has no intention of evacuating hundreds of thousands of its citizens
from long-established Jewish communities on the other side of the Green
Line – the plan still offered the Palestinians an independent state and eco-
nomic aid. “But faced with the same kind of Palestinian rejectionism that
had stumped previous negotiators,” Tobin writes, Kushner “focused on
accomplishing the possible rather than the impossible.”

The bottom line is that Trump – through his strong support for Israel and
equally strong measures to weaken Iran (the opposite of his predecessor’s
efforts to strengthen one of the world’s foremost sponsors of terror) – has
marginalized the Palestinians.

The other Arab countries know from whence the real danger lies – and it
is not Israel.      

Unlike Obama, who rejected the concerns of Saudi Arabia and the other
Gulf states about his efforts to appease Iran, Tobin pointed out that Trump
and Kushner listened to them. Trump withdrew from the 2015 nuclear deal
and implemented sanctions aimed at forcing Tehran to negotiate an end to
its nuclear program and support of terrorism.

“The Arab states had already established under-the-table ties with Israel,
which they now view as a strategic ally against Iran,” Tobin writes. “By
establishing a rapport with America’s allies in the Gulf, including contro-
versial Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, who could have
thwarted moves by his neighbors, Kushner helped persuade them to take
the next step and work towards full diplomatic and economic ties.

“Only American officials who didn’t play by the rules embraced by the
foreign-policy establishment would have done any of that. And only a pres-
ident like Trump, who distrusts “experts,” would have agreed to go along
with such a strategy. And it was only their choice to reject the tactics of the
past that brought representatives of the UAE and Bahrain to the White
House with the possibility that other Arab nations will do the same.”

As for those “other Arab nations”, Morocco has for the first time
approved direct flights to and from Israel, the Saudis have also okayed
Israeli over flights of Saudi Arabia and  Trump is now engaged in mediat-
ing long-standing border issues on land and sea between Israel and
Lebanon to the north. 

There are also reports that Kuwait and Oman – other Gulf kingdoms – as
well as Sudan (south of Egypt) may soon also sign their own peace treaties
with Israel.

The bottom line is that all of these countries have come to the conclusion
that there is much benefit in ties with Israel through shared security and
Israeli technology in a while host of areas.

And what do the Palestinians have to offer? Negativity, threats and con-
tinued demands for more money to enrich the Palestinian leadership at the
expense of the Palestinian people.

Arab allies should mean more to Israelis than airplanes
Friends of Israel fear the impact of a sale of American F-35s to the UAE. 
But Begin’s lost AWACS fight with Reagan teaches a lesson about seeing potential friends as enemies.

(September 22, 2020 / JNS) Israeli Defense
Minister Benny Gantz went to Washington this
week to officially concede defeat on an issue
regarding his country’s security. While many in
the Jewish state have been hoping that the Trump
administration can be talked out of selling F-35
stealth fighter jets and advanced armed drones to
the United Arab Emirates, it now appears that the
sale is a done deal. As JNS reports, Gantz’s trip

appears to be an attempt to get the administration to soften the blow by giv-
ing Israel more of what it wants in terms of military hardware so as to pre-
serve the Jewish state’s Qualitative Military Edge (QME) over any possi-
ble combination of foreign foes.

Critics of President Donald Trump assert that the sale of the advanced
fighter jet is a sign that all the fuss over the normalization and peace agree-
ments signed by the UAE and Bahrain with Israel is overblown. They say
this proves that the agreements are merely business deals to increase arms
sales and have nothing to do with peace.

But the attempt to depict the F-35 sale as a failure of Israeli diplomacy or
a betrayal of the Jewish state is false. While the Israeli security establish-
ment would prefer that the UAE not get the jets, they are a small price to
pay for normalization deals that do far more to advance the Jewish state’s
security than any piece of military hardware.

Opponents of the sale should also consider whether the outcome of one
of the most rancorous debates in the history of U.S.-Israeli relations—the
1981 controversy in which the government of Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and AIPAC pulled out all the stops to try to stop the
Reagan administration’s plans to sell AWACS surveillance planes to Saudi
Arabia—should put a damper on their alarmism.

Opponents of the sale fear that a regime change event or a shift in region-

al alliances could put a decisive weapon in the hands of Israel’s armed foes.
And even if the UAE doesn’t drift away from its current stance as a friend-
ly nation, its possession of the same military technology as Israel threatens
the country’s QME over any potential enemy or combination of foes—the
maintenance of which is a principle that has been sacred to every Israeli
government for the last generation.

Israel was the first foreign nation to purchase the F-35. As of July 2019,
the Israel Air Force deployed 16 of the advanced jets that have the ability
to slip through radar screens. The first operational use of the planes was
reportedly in 2018 when the IAF attacked Iranian targets in Syria. Allowing
any other armed force in the region to have them theoretically undermines
Israel’s position as a regional superpower that cannot be challenged by any
combination of local foes.

While the threat to the QME is a potent argument, those worries don’t
justify potentially undermining normalization with the Arab world.

For the last decade, the Gulf States have been steadily moving towards
Israel. The reason is twofold. On the one hand, they have grown tired of the
Palestinians exercising a veto over the Arab world’s ability to normalize
relations and trade with the Jewish state. There is also Iran, which they fear
far more than they ever did Israel. The Emiratis not unreasonably believe
that it ought to be obvious that anything that strengthens their military
deterrent against Iran is also good for Israel.

Even if the sale were to go through soon, it might be as much as eight
years before the UAE could put them into service. Israel would then have
a decade’s head start in employing them and perhaps already be ready to
move on to the next generation of fighter that might put the F-35 in the
shade.

In response, the Israeli military establishment asks where they would be
if the UAE’s committee of princely rulers were overthrown by Islamists or
Iranian proxies. That’s the stan-

By

JONATHAN S. TOBIN

Continued on page 11. See “Tobin”.



By BERNIE BELLAN

In 2019 Elliot Rodin happened to read an article
about an authoritative U.S. report that provided
a detailed analysis showing that 94% of

Americans pick the wrong time to begin taking
Social Security benefits.

Reading about that report led to a shift in Rodin’s
life.  Two years after closing down the business
(Central Grain) that had been in his family’s hands
for over 60 years, Rodin says that he then had time
to think about the implications of that US report –
and how it could translate into the Canadian scene.

Now, some 15 months after reading about that
U.S. report, Rodin has launched a website titled
HelpYouRetire.ca.

Long an active member of the Jewish communi-
ty, Rodin says his most recent involvement in the
community was helping to build Oholei Torah Day
School at the Jewish Learning Centre in Winnipeg.
He says he’s also been on the board of the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue, the Board of Jewish Education,
the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council, the
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, and had been a
canvasser for the CJA for years, beginning under
Ralph Hamovich.  He was also a co-chairman of the
Operation Exodus campaign.

Still, it’s a long way from running a cattle feed
business and volunteering for different Jewish orga-
nizations to creating a website intended to help indi-
viduals plan their retirement dates.

Using very sophisticated analytical tools,
HelpYouRetire.ca allows users to enter information
about their age, the age at which they would like to
retire, how much they would expect to receive in
either CPP/QPP or OAS at a certain age, and how
much more they could expect to receive if they were
to postpone taking either CPP or OAS by just one
year.  This financial gain is also shown both as a per-
centage of future pension proceeds and as a percent-
age of the annual pension.  For a small fee, all of this information can be
shown in the “advanced analytics” for all years up to age 69.  The infor-
mation (which can be downloaded) is displayed in bar charts and a numer-
ic chart together with the projected annual pensions.

This information is of great value for anyone thinking about their retire-
ment planning.  It can also be very helpful to those who have recently start-
ed taking either CPP/QPP or OAS pensions.  A little publicized provision
of these plans is that within six months of starting to receive one of these
pensions, you can reverse your decision by paying back the monies
received.  In that event, you can take the related pension at a later date.  The
“advanced analytics” on HelpYouRetire.ca can give you information to
assist in making that decision. 

But, before we launch into a further exploration of how Elliot Rodin
came to be involved in
an endeavour that was
far removed from sell-
ing cattle feed – which
was the primary activ-
ity of Central Grain,
we thought it might be
interesting for readers
to know something
about Rodin’s life.
During a long phone
conversation we had
Rodin told quite an
interesting story how
he ended up being
involved with Central
Grain for 60 years –
when, had it not been
for a fire there in 1966,
he probably would
have ended up doing
something completely
different.

While his recent

foray into the world of retirement planning
might be considered a radical departure for
someone who spent so much time  in the feed
business, when you read about his educational
background and his first entry into the business
world, you’ll begin to understand how he
developed the fine analytical skills that eventu-
ally lent themselves to creating
HelpYouRetire.ca

Born in 1943, Rodin is the oldest of three
children. His earliest years were spent living in
his grandparents’ house on Bannerman
Avenue,  he says, along with his parents and,
for a short while, his younger sister, Janis.

“My father (Maurice) was a fruit store pro-
prietor,” Rodin says. “He would be up early in
the morning to pick up the fruit. And because
we were living at my grandparents’ house, he
wasn’t paying any rent, so he was able to save
some money.  My mother (Lillian) was a uni-
versity graduate who motivated all her children
to work hard and succeed.”

In 1946, an opportunity arose for Rodin’s
father to become, with $10,000, a one-third
partner in Central Grain, in partnership with
the Kanees and the Malchys. “The Malchy who
was involved in the partnership died in 1951,”
Rodin explains. “My dad and the Kanees
bought out his interest and became half part-
ners.

“In 1956, with the assistance of my grandfa-
ther, my dad bought out the Kanees and
became the sole owner of Central Grain,”
Rodin continues.  “Soon after that time we
moved to the south end – to 431 Queenston.”
However, family connections were maintained
as Sunday was the day when the whole family
would go to the north end to visit relatives.

As a teenager Elliot says that his involvement
in the Toppers chapter of BBYO was very

important to him.  He and his friends learned to organize themselves for a
wide range of social, athletic, cultural and fund raising activities. 

But, early on he had a taste of the world of business – both in his father’s
company and in his own small scale business.

“When I was 16-17 I would go into the office and help with the book-
keeping – and other odd jobs around the place in the summertime,” he
explains.

At the same time though, “I had my own business,” he adds. “I had a
grass cutting business.” (At that point Rodin tells a story about how one of
his customers didn’t want to pay him. Rodin says that he and his friend,
Michael Nozick, proceeded to serve a small claims summons  against that
individual. Apparently, that was Michael Nozick’s first foray into the legal
world. By the way, the customer ended up paying Rodin what he was
owed.)

In the early 1960s Elliot began a period in his life that saw him acquire a
solid education in finance, starting with his obtaining a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from the University of Manitoba in 1963. 

Rodin continues his story: “I decided I wanted to go away for my MBA
degree. I visited three different schools. I took a bus trip – about 43 hours,
to Philadelphia, to the Wharton School of Finance, then to Boston, to the
Harvard Business School, and then to Ann Arbor, Michigan, to the
University of Michigan.

“I had also put my application into Stanford. I wasn’t accepted at
Stanford, but I was accepted at Wharton and Michigan, while Harvard said
basically ‘We won’t accept you this year because you’re a little young, but
we’ll promise you a place in next year’s class.’

“So I decided to wait a year. I worked in the family business for a year,
then I went to the Harvard Business School because that was what I
thought was the top place to go. I spent two years there and while I was
there I also spent one summer with the Skelly Oil Company in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. 

“I was working on special projects for the treasurer (of Skelly Oil). One
of them was a computerized analysis of how to make oil drilling decisions,
but it never got off the ground – even though the analysis was very sophis-
ticated, because the exploration people would not accept it because they
saw it as infringement on their turf.

“Still, I learned a lot
from that particular
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How Elliot Rodin was inspired to create a website 
offering advice on when to take your Canada Pension

ELLIOT RODIN

Continued on page 16. See “Elliot Rodin”.

The Central Grain Company plant on
Archibald and Provencher, with which
Elliot Rodin was involved for 60 years, and
which is now demolished.
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Yiddish page

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at
the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

 

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of
Yiddish column

Saul Raskin’s Hebrew, Yiddish, and English illus-
trated edition of “Pirkei Avot” made my High
Holidays more meaningful.  An American Jewish
artist who was also a social activist, Raskin created an
iconic mix of old and new, modern and traditional art
that goes hand in hand with Yehoyesh’s brilliant
Yiddish translation. I would like to thank the warm
Winnipegers who sold this book to me on Facebook
Marketplace.  Gmar Khsima Tova

Upcoming Shows - The Jewish Radio Hour
Tune in  to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 -

2:30 PM on Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM dial or
online at ckjs.com 

On October 4th, Rochelle Zucker will present music
for Succot and Simchat Torah.

Osher Kraut hosts on October 11th.  
You can listen to past presentations on our podcast

website: https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jew-
ishradiohour

Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg

dard argument the pro-
Israel community has
employed against any
and all arms sales to the

Arab world, and it has validity.
The pro-Israel community, however, isn’t revving the

machinery for a fight against the sale. That makes sense
because such a battle would be futile and seem ungrate-
ful after all that the Trump administration did to help
secure the agreements with the UAE and Bahrain, as
well as the realistic hope that other Arab and Muslim
nations will follow in their footsteps.

Pro-Israel advocates would do well to remember the
near-apocalyptic fears that the sale of AWACS planes
generated among American Jews four decades ago. The
arguments about the Saudis using the planes to aid
future invasions of Israel not only failed to persuade
Congress to rebuke the Reagan administration; they
also proved unfounded.

At the time, the 1973 Yom Kippur War—when the
Saudis sent 3,000 troops to fight on the Syrian front—
and the Arab oil embargo that followed were still recent
events. The case that Saudi interest in advanced mili-
tary equipment was about efforts to destroy Israel made
sense. Critics of the sale didn’t comprehend that the
Saudis’ real worry at the time was how to defend them-
selves in a region in which the newly installed Islamist
regime in Iran and Saddam Hussein’s Iraqi dictatorship
stood as potential threats.

The Saudis never used the AWACS planes against
Israel. Though it would be many years before their
close under-the-table relations with the Jewish state
would become a reality, Riyadh remained focused on
potential foes on the other side of the Gulf.

As far as the Trump administration is concerned, crit-
icism of a UAE government that has gone out of its way
to demonstrate friendship for the Jewish state and dis-
dain for the Palestinians makes no sense. Ensuring
security for the UAE would help Israel and weaken Iran
for the foreseeable future.

The extra hardware the United States will sell Israel
in order to maintain the QME will more than make up
for any possible danger. Saying no to the Emiratis about
the jets won’t help increase the number of nations that
are recognizing Israel or make it more secure.

The F-35 sale might be shot down by a Biden admin-
istration next year. Whether or not that happens, those
who worry about the ultimate disposition of the jet
should remember that Begin and AIPAC turned out to
be wrong about AWACS. Israel’s military edge is not in
any real danger, and far from a betrayal by Trump, his
push for Arab states to recognize Israel is the ultimate
act of friendship. Normalization with a growing num-
ber of Arab nations and acquiring new allies does more
to strengthen Israel than any plane.

Jonathan S. Tobin is editor in chief of JNS—Jewish
News Syndicate. Follow him on Twitter at:
@jonathans_tobin.

Tobin
(Continued from page 9.)



By MYRON LOVE

Thirty years ago or so – when the PC revo-
lution was still in its infancy, I interviewed
a fellow who was in charge of computer

education for the St. James School Division.  The
story was for a local education magazine. 

I recall at the time this educator, seeing that I
was taking notes with pen and paper, smugly say-
ing that pen and paper would soon be obsolete.

Thirty years ago, there were also those who
were predicting that PCs would render all books
obsolete.

Contrary to those prognostications, happily,
Gary Nerman, the proprietor of Nerman Books
and Collectibles, reports that his customer base is
actually getting younger rather than older.

“We have quite a few regular customers who
are in their 20s and early30s,” he notes.

Over 30 years in business, Nerman Books and Collectibles has become
one of the largest used book dealers in Canada.  The store – which is locat-
ed on Osborne South in Fort Rouge – boasts a collection of about 100,000
books – including the largest collection of children’s books (20,000) in
North America.

The children’s book section in the basement has 11 shelves of “Bobsey
Twins” alone. You will also be able to find “Hardy Boys”, “Nancy Drew”,
“Trixie Belden”, “Tom Swift”, old “Archie Comics” and many other mem-
ories of your youth for those of us of a certain age.

In addition to the books, Nerman has 10,000-15,000 magazines on hand,
as well as assorted antiques including china and glassware, paintings and
prints, children’s toys, figurines, jewelry and even some sports memorabil-
ia.

For a visitor to Nerman’s emporium, wandering through the stacks is
quite an experience.

Originally a manufacturers’ agent by occupation, Gary Nerman’s transi-
tion to full time book seller was a reflection of his lifelong passion for col-
lecting books and antiques.  “I have always been a voracious reader,” he
says, citing his interest in particular in science fiction, fantasy and myster-
ies (which, he adds, are also the books that are most in demand at the store).

He did have one family member who was an inspiration for him: an uncle
in England.  “Uncle Allen bought and sold books through a catalogue,”
Nerman recalls.  “He had a roomful of books piled high.”

Nerman himself started collecting books and antiques while still a
teenager.  As a manufacturer’s agent covering Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Northwestern Ontario as far as Thunder Bay, he
would take the opportunity while on the road to
drop in on bookstores and antique outlets.

“It was a hobby at first,” he says.  “When I
decided to start selling books, I began with a cat-
alogue.  As the numbers I had continued to grow,
I realized that I would need a store.”

Over the years, he has moved the business four
or five times to accommodate his growing col-
lection of books.  

Nerman introduced antiques into the mix fol-
lowing some advice on the first page of a book he
came across on how to operate a bookstore – that
is, you need something else to supplement books
in order to be viable.

Unlike some traditional used book stores,
Nerman notes, he doesn’t offer two-for-one

deals for books being brought in for trade.  He offers either cash or credit
that can be used to buy books at the store.

Asked about items that he discovered that stood out, he refers to his
acquisition some years ago of an original copy of the first book ever writ-
ten by C.S. Lewis –a  book of poetry that he wrote under a pseudonym.  “I
didn’t know what I had,” he recalls.  “I was going to sell it for $10.  Then
someone offered me $400 – so I realized that this book may be something
valuable.”

He researched its origins and discovered the connection to Lewis.  He
sold the volume to a C.S. Lewis  collection for $4,000 U.S.

He also sold a copy of Neil Young’s first-ever recording for over $4,000.
He recounts that Young first band was a local group called The Squires.
Radio station CKRC put out 100 copies of their recording of “The Sultan”
in the mid-1960s.   

He says that he acquires books – in good shape - and postcards and CDs
and antiques – from estates, garage sales and some house calls – in addi-
tion to books that are brought into the store by people coming in from off
the street.

“Since COVID, we have been having more books brought in because
charities that traditionally collect books for book sales aren’t taking any,”
he reports.

A lot of his sales, he adds, are also via mail order.
“While business over the years has generally been stable,” he notes, “our

book sales have increased since COVID. People have been staying home
more and reading more.”

Although Nerman may be at an age now where retirement may be loom-
ing on the horizon, he has no plans yet to slow down any time soon.
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Gary Nerman’s bookstore proving especially popular during COVID

GARY NERMAN

Jewish woman who helped take down sex-traf-
ficking ring in 1930s honored in Buenos Aires

Sept. 25, 2020 BUENOS AIRES,
Argentina (JTA) — Raquel
Liberman, a former prostitute who
escaped from and helped destroy a
sex-trafficking ring, is getting public
recognition in Buenos Aires, the city
where she became known as a symbol
of feminist resistance.

On Wednesday, city representatives
installed a tile with Liberman’s name
on the street close to where a brothel
she worked in was located, in the
Jewish neighborhood of Once.

Liberman grew up in Warsaw,
Poland, and moved to Argentina in
1922 with her husband and two sons.
After her husband died, she left her
children with a foster family and
entered a prostitution network managed by Jewish immigrants. She saved
money and escaped the network, called Zwi Migdal, but eventually was
forced to return.

She escaped for a second time in December 1929, then went to the
police. Her court testimony began a process that ended up breaking down
the Zwi Migdal.

Liberman applied for a visa to return to Poland in 1934 but died the fol-
lowing year of thyroid cancer.

The text on the tile reads “Here Raquel Liberman was exploited 1900-
1935. Her fight continues.”

Last year, the city’s government voted to rename a subway station after
Liberman. Government officials have no timeline yet for the project.

“Our zone is the area of the Raquel Liberman story — the brothel, the
Zwi Migdal and also the police station,” Silvia Collin, a district president
in Buenos Aires, told the state-run media outlet Telam.

RAQUEL LIBERMAN
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presents

first community 

ONLINE CONCERT SERIES
COMING TO A COMPUTER OR

MOBILE DEVICE NEAR YOU

a ten week 

Online Concert Series 

produced by 

Karla Berbrayer

Go to 
www.gwensecter.com

to register

WATCH FROM THE
COMFORT OF YOUR

OWN HOME!

BEGINNING 
OCTOBER

12 Erin Propp 
& Larry Roy

Nadia
Douglas

Aaron 
Hutton

FREE

FOR ALL

Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre
launches first Online Concert Series

It all began with a pandemic.  Karla Berbrayer had been in the midst
of producing a series known as “All About Jews” for the Gwen
Secter Creative Living Centre, when the first case of COVID-19 hit

Winnipeg.  The remainder of the series was postponed until the summer,
believing, (as we all did) that this “thing” would be long over by then.  

But this “thing” continued to hang around in Winnipeg, necessitating
some creative brainstorming as to how to bring the arts to the Gwen
Secter population - individuals who so dearly love and cherish their
moments of culture.  Becky Chisick, Executive Director of the Gwen
Secter Creative Living Centre, and Karla Berbrayer decided that a vir-
tual concert series could be created to serve the needs of the communi-
ty. The importance that arts and culture play in the mental health of the
people who attend the Gwen Secter was a strong motivation to serve
this population who have been severely impacted by the pandemic. 

The decision was made immediately to make this first community
online concert series of the highest calibre.  In order to keep the pro-
duction values high for all concerts, the concerts are taped live in the
Berney Theatre.  The term ‘live’ does not mean that there is an audience
in house.  A live taping indicates that there is no stopping, no editing, no
retakes – it is performed as if there is a live audience in house, with a
sound and lighting crew on site. 

This ten concert series will incorporate a wide range of talents.  Shayla
Fink, a founding member of Canada’s first klezmer group, Finjan, and
an accomplished pianist and singer, performs a borscht belt style revue
of Yiddish, Hebrew, and English songs. 

A veteran of the Winnipeg music scene, Richard Boughton has been
working exclusively as a musician since 1984, and with the Winnipeg
Jazz Orchestra since 1997. With Richard on piano, and local songstress
Nadia Douglas on vocals, Rick and Nadia take the audience on a stroll
down memory lane with music from the 20s, 30s, and 40s. 

Erin Propp (vocals) and Larry Roy (guitar)are a Juno-nominated per-
forming duo.  For the Gwen Secter online series, they will present con-
certs featuring music of Harold Arlen, Jerome Kern and others who
have contributed to the Great American Songbook.  These melodies
have endured almost a century in North America and beyond, and are
windows in time to the Golden Age of Broadway and Hollywood. 

Aaron Hutton has performed with the Manitoba Opera, Winnipeg
Philharmonic Choir, Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra and in many
Rainbow Stage productions. Together with multi-talented pianist Paul
de Gurse, Aaron will showcase Frank Sinatra and George Gershwin
tunes.

Singers Kevin McIntyre and Laura Olafson are both well-known on
the Winnipeg music circuit.  Each of these accomplished singers has
performed with almost every local institution as well as toured with
their own groups.  Phil Corrin, their chosen pianist, has served as musi-
cal director for over forty musical productions.  This trio will show us
the Jewish side of Broadway musicals, with some love and life lessons.  

These are some of the outstanding concerts that we can look forward
to throughout the winter. Launching on October 12, Gwen Secter
Creative Living Centre will release a new concert weekly running
through till mid December. All concerts are free, but require registration
at www.gwensecter.com to receive the link for viewing. This 10-week
series is produced by Karla Berbrayer, and can be watched from the
comfort of your own home. All concerts will be under 30 minutes in
length – an easily managed amount of time to keep one entertained in
front of a computer! 

Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre acknowledges the contribution of
the Manitoba Arts Council for its contribution to the funding of the
series, and is grateful for the ongoing support it receives as a beneficia-
ry agency of the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg. 

Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre at Syd Glow Place promotes the
physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being of older adults, thereby
promoting independent living and participation in community life. As a
non-profit seniors Centre, Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre provides
a social meeting place and quality programs to its members and to the
community at large. 



By LIOR ZALTZMAN
(JTA) — It all started in 2014, with an e-mail

that arrived in Dana Eden’s inbox with the sub-
ject line: “Tehran.”

“I said to myself, ‘Oh my God, that’s an
amazing title,’” said Eden. “That’s a show I
would really want to see, I hope that what’s
written inside will be as good as the title is.”

What was inside were three possible opening
scenes to “Tehran,” a thriller about a young
Israeli Mossad agent in Iran. Eden would go on
to create the show for Israel’s KAN11 broad-
caster along with Maor Cohen and Moshe
Zonder, a head writer for the Israeli hit
“Fauda.” The show debuted on KAN earlier
this year and the first three episodes are avail-
able to global audiences starting Friday on
Apple TV+.

“Tehran” revolves around protagonist Tamar
Rabinyan, a Mossad agent played by Niv
Sultan. Rabinyan is in Iran for her first mission
— to hack into an Iranian nuclear reactor and
help facilitate an Israeli Air Force attack on the
site. When her mission fails, Tamar is stuck in
Iran with intelligence officers on her tail.

But while the spy story of “Tehran” is suspenseful and captivating, it’s
the human aspect of the show, the way it explores the identity of Iranian
immigrants to Israel and how they struggle to feel a sense of belonging, that
is most compelling. Tamar immigrated with her family to Israel as a child
and her Mossad operator is of Persian background as well.

Eden says “Tehran” tries to answer painful questions about Iranian Jews’
lived experience.

“What do you do
when you immigrate
from a country and
your homeland
becomes your enemy
country?” Eden said.
“Where is your home?
Where is your loyalty?
Where do you put
yourself?”

Sultan learned Farsi
for the show. She

thought that as the daughter of an Arabic-speak-
ing Moroccan immigrant, she could easily master
the Iranian tongue. But Farsi took her by surprise.

“The pronunciation of Farsi is so different than
Hebrew, or Arabic, I had really to change things
in my mouth in order to say those words,” Sultan
said.

The show is unparalleled in its production val-
ues for an Israeli series. The crew remodeled
entire streets and houses in Athens to look like
the Iranian capital. Iranian refugees flew in from
all over Europe to take part as extras.

“We also had an Iranian immigrant into Israel,
he was in charge of authenticity on set, that it will
look Iranian and authentic,” said Eden, who like
most Israelis has never been to Iran. “And also he
was in charge of the language, [ensuring] that
[the cast] speak Farsi in an authentic way.”

The cast features Navid Negahban, who has
appeared in “Homeland,” “Legion,” and
“Aladdin,” and Shaun Toub, who has been in
“Homeland,” “Snowpiercer,” and “Iron Man.”
Toub plays Faraz, a top Iranian intelligence agent
who is the cat to Tamar’s mouse.

Toub is an Iranian Jew, but he said he didn’t
draw on his personal experience for the role. “As an actor, I am blessed to
say that I really approach a character in a way that I really take Shaun Toub,
myself, out of it,” Toub said.

Still, he says Faraz was an incredible role to play. And he has been sur-
prised by how many Iranians have enjoyed the show.

“I have been at the business for 33 years, and I’ve been waiting and hop-
ing that that one day, there will be characters, as Persians and Iranians, that
show [our] complexity as humans, you know, as doctors, as engineers, and
not just terrorists,” he said.

Sultan, a 28-year-old rising Israeli star, says she was also drawn to
Tamar’s complex, flawed character.

“She’s not, you know, the cliche of another Mossad Israeli superhero sav-
ing the world,” Sultan said. “She’s a real person. She carries so many col-
ors. And she’s so strong, physically and emotionally, but she’s also afraid
and insecure and makes mistakes.”

Zonder said the story is only superficially about the war between the
Mossad and the Iranian nuclear program. Its core is a tale of identity, immi-
gration and family roots.

“The most moving reactions were from the people that families came
from Iran,” Zonder said. “All of their lives, they were ashamed of their par-
ents, and grandmother and grandfather, ashamed of their heritage. And
after seeing the show, they become proud of it.”

He added: “And they’re ashamed of themselves — of being ashamed for
all those years.”

At the end, Eden says, her message for Jewish audiences is “to be proud.”
“We’re all immigrants. And wherever your homeland is, be proud of it

and feel connected to it. And don’t lose your roots. Always feel Jewish.
And don’t ignore your past. Embrace it,” she said.
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‘Tehran’ is a groundbreaking Israeli spy show about immigrant identity 
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Popular Israeli reality show ‘Goalstar’ to film
its next season in the UAE

By CURT SCHLEIER
(JTA) — Besides

the recent political
agreement between
Israel and the United
Arab Emirates, anoth-
er historic deal
between the countries
is in the works — one
involving TV.

“Goalstar,” a popu-
lar Israeli reality show
that features celebri-
ties playing soccer, will film its 2021 season in the UAE.

The series films the celebrities training in different countries each season.
The current season takes place in Brazil.

According to Deadline, which broke the news, “Goalstar” has “logged
over 50 million VOD [Video On Demand] downloads” over its run, which
began in 2012 on Israel’s Hot cable network. It’s produced by ADD con-
tent.

“ADD and HOT are extremely excited both on a business level and a
national level to collaborate with the UAE on Goalstar’s 10th season,”
Hadas Mozes-Lichtenstein, co-founder of ADD, said Tuesday. “With the
success of the series in Israel and in light of today’s agreement, we can’t
wait to work as colleagues with UAE citizens within their incredible coun-
try.”
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With everything else that’s
been affected by COVID-
19, launching a new book

does present a new type of chal-
lenge for authors.

However, notwithstanding the
probems presented by being unable
to hold in-person events, the fact
that so many more people are look-
ing for ways to pass the time does
present an unexpected opportunity
for talented writers, including our
own Allan Levine.

On October 7 Levine will be
launching his latest book, titled
“Details are Unprintable: Wayne
Lonergan and the Sensational Café
Society Murder”.

Here is material gathered from a
press release announcing the publi-
cation of the book:

The narrative of “Details Are
Unprintable” primarily unfolds
over a seven-month period from
October 1943 to April 1944—from
the moment the body of 22-year old Patricia Burton Lonergan is discovered
in the bedroom of her New York City Beekman Hill apartment, to the arrest
of her husband of two years, Wayne Lonergan, for her murder, and his sub-
sequent trial and conviction. But this story goes back in time to the 1920s,
when Wayne Lonergan grew up in Toronto and then forward to his post-
prison life following his deportation to Canada. It is the chronicle of
Lonergan in denial as a bisexual or gay man living in an intolerant and
morally superior heterosexual world; and of Patricia, rich and entitled, a
seeker of attention, who loved a night out on the town—all set against the
fast pace of New York’s ostentatious café society.

Part True Crime and part a social history of New York City in the 1940s,
this book transports readers to the New York World’s Fair of 1939 when
Patricia’s father William Burton first encountered Lonergan; the Stork
Club, 21 Club, and El Morocco to experience with Patricia a night of drink-
ing champagne cocktails and dancing; and the muggy New York courtroom
where Lonergan’s fate was decided.

What truly happened on that tragic night in October 24, 1943? Should we
accept Lonergan’s confession at face value as the jury did? Or was he
indeed a victim of physical and mental abuse by the state prosecutors and
the police, as he maintained for the rest of his life? This book considers
these, and other, key questions.

From Allan Levine: “It is a True Crime about the murder of a young
woman and mother in New York City in October 1943, Patricia Burton
Lonergan. She came from a wealthy German-Jewish family and stood to
inherit the equivalent of about $66 million when her grandmother died (that
didn’t happen until 1954). The person charged with the crime was her
estranged husband, Wayne Lonergan from Toronto, who at the time was in
the Royal Canadian Air Force. He was in New York on leave the weekend
of the murder visiting their 18-month old son. 

“At the time, the arrest of Lonergan and the subsequent trial received
much coverage in the Canadian press as did Lonergan’s release in 1965 (a
Globe and Mail photo of him at the Royal York Hotel the day he was
released is one of the photos in the book). Excerpts of the book are appear-
ing in Tablet Magazine in the US and the Toronto Star the last week of
Sept/first week of October. 

“Beyond the intriguing details of the actual murder, this story revolves
around NY’s café society nightclub culture, of which Patricia and Wayne
were active member as well as Lonergan’s bisexuality which became sen-
sationalized in the extensive newspaper coverage and likely tainted the
jury’s view of him. I explore the issue of homosexuality in 1940s America
as well as many other issues. My main source for the book was the
Manhattan DA’s voluminous case files which I got access to at the New
York Municipal Archives. It is a treasure trove of witness biographies and
statements; financial information; medical examiner’s reports and police
and DA correspondence. I was the first person to look at this material since
1944 when the trial took place (and then in 1965 when a (failed) appeal was
launched about a possible coerced confession.” 

The press release also contains praise from someone who has a first-hand
acquaintance with the case that forms the centrepiece of Levine’s book:

“Allan Levine’s extraordinary reconstruction of a high-society murder

case that drove World War Two
from the tabloid front pages in
1940s New York City offers a fasci-
nating exploration of the New York
social scene and the place of homo-
sexuality, closeted or not, within it.
It’s also a page-turning legal proce-
dural that gracefully gives lay read-
ers a vivid narrative of a hard-
fought trial, as well as post-trial
developments that unfolded during
a revolution in the rights of criminal
defendants.”

—Daniel Richman, former feder-
al prosecutor for the Southern

District of New York

As a follow-up to the press release we received an email from
Allan Levine, in which he gave details about the October 7 book
launch:

“This is not quite the book launch I had anticipated, but such is the
reality of the current situation. On the other hand, those of you out-
side of Winnipeg can tune in as well. CBC broadcaster Terry
MacLeod has kindly agreed to participate in the discussion, which I
greatly appreciate.

Wednesday October 7@ 7 pm CST 
Registration is required to directly participate in the Zoom webinar:

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_dFiNQe-hSjGUiGJrsrxpdg
If you prefer YouTube: It will be simultaneously streamed and avail-

able for viewing thereafter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DGM9_BBevc

Allan adds: “I’m happy to sign any book; just contact McNally Robinson
and it will be done asap.”

Books

Allan Levine to launch new book October 7

Cover of Allan Levine’s newest book

ALLAN LEVINE
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Retirement news

project. It was my first serious ana-
lytical job that had some relation-
ship to the work I was doing at
Harvard (and, as Rodin explains
later, proved to be of great value in
his recent decision to create a web-
site that emphasizes analytical
tools.)

“As it turned out, the treasurer at
Skelly wanted to hire me when I
graduated, but at that time I could-
n’t consider working in the States
because I would have been drafted.
The fact that I was a Canadian
wouldn’t have made any differ-
ence.

“If I had been a student I wouldn’t get drafted. I also didn’t take any other
opportunities that I had in the States. I limited myself to working in
Canada.

“I ended up working for six months in Edmonton for a company called
the Principal Group. While I worked there I had a lot of diverse responsi-
bilities. I chose all their stocks for a new mutual fund they set up, and
designed the text and written material for their first Annual Report.  I also
did all sorts of analysis for their mortgage operations. 

“Then I got the news that the Central Grain plant had been hit by light-
ning and three-quarters of it had burned down.

“Central Grain was an animal feed processing plant. During the years that
my dad was building it up we were basically selling pellet feed for export
to the United Kingdom, to Japan, Taiwan. We would load railway cars with
pellets, ship them to Thunder Bay, for destinations in  the United Kingdom,
or ship it to Vancouver for export.

“When this (the fire) happened in 1966, I had to come back to Winnipeg
to help my dad settle all the insurance. There were a lot of issues and we
rebuilt the plant, but all the key parts of the plant were burned down.

“I decided to settle down in Winnipeg. I took a job with Investors Group,
which was similar to what I had in Edmonton. For the first year I was doing
special projects, including a report on tax policy. We recommended how
life insurance companies should be taxed. (This was before Investors
bought Great West Life.) Most of our recommendations were adopted. We
were competing with life insurance companies at that time and life insur-
ance companies weren’t paying their fair share of taxes.

“After that year I did some product analyses. Then I started working for
the securities department as an analyst. Over a period of time I became a
portfolio manager. I ran the Investors international mutual fund. Then I ran
the Investors pension accounts. We managed the Hudson’s Bay pension
account.

“I was at Investors for 12 years (from 1968-80) and became a vice-pres-
ident.  I left to pursue some independent activities”, but joined Central
Grain when it became clear that his dad needed Elliot’s help.

When he joined Central Grain full time in 1980, Rodin began focusing on
broadening the markets for the company’s feed pellets.  Markets in Western
Canada and the United States were cultivated, but he says that he always
made sure that the needs of his regular customers were attended to.

“I never took advantage of the fact that there might be a drought in
Southern California, for instance, and short my customers in Saskatchewan
because I depended on my regular customers for the long haul,” Rodin
says.

“I would work long hours if necessary. If a truck came in late and had to
be loaded, I would load the truck myself.

Although Central Grain had become a very successful business, Rodin
says that the “maximum number of employees we had at one time was no
more than 15. We had one truck, but for the most part we hired other truck-
ing companies. We had a machine shop, but the stuff we couldn’t do – we
hired other machine shops to do.

“We bought basically the ‘clean-outs’ from grain – all the leftover prod-
uct. It was all categorized and separated out and properly blended to make
different qualities of feed pellets. There was no plant in North America that
shipped product as far as we did. We used to ship up to 2,000 miles. Most
feed companies ship up to 200 miles. 

“The business ran until about three and a half years ago. We were gradu-
ally losing customers for reasons that I can’t quite figure out. I needed addi-
tional volumes because the company had substantial overhead – for repairs
and maintenance.

“So we started to do fuel pellets.  We became the second largest manu-
facturer of fuel pellets in Manitoba – as a substitute for coal, using the same
screenings – but the lower quality screenings. The top quality screenings
were turned into top quality feed for cattle and bison.

“I was reasonably successful at doing this, but at the end of the day the
plant was an old plant. Remember, it was rebuilt in 1966. What was new in

1966 was not new 50 years later.
The costs of maintaining the plant
to the standards we had to maintain
were going up and up. 

“Finally, I made the decision that
I’m going to have to close it down.
I thought: ‘If I can’t make a living
at this, then nobody can.’ I decided
I’d have to tear the whole place
down - and that’s what I did.

“I realized I was getting older and
if I didn’t do it I didn’t want to have
my children to have the burden of
doing it. So, everything that I had
built up over 50 years was torn
down. I sold whatever equipment
that I could, but the rest all went for
scrap.

To return to the initial reason for doing this article, Rodin explains his
motivation in wanting to create HelpYouRetire.ca. As we already noted, the
catalyst was reading about that U.S. report about social security and “that
90% of people in the United States take their pensions at the wrong time.”

He adds though, that “an additional underlying factor in my motivation is
that I missed the daily rewards (not the aggravation) that I got from my job
running Central Grain.  I loved selling and enjoyed my interactions with
customers.  At the end of the day when I had loaded four big trucks I came
home with a feeling of accomplishment.  So, I was primed for another chal-
lenge where I could get these feelings back.  With this website, I am now
focusing on marketing where I have to sell myself and the site.”

I asked Rodin whether there was anything in particular in his background
that lent itself to the kind of analytical exercise upon which he was to
embark.

He answers that “a course that I took at Harvard Business School and the
work that I did at Skelly Oil were very relevant to this process.”

I said though “that it sounds like you would need the same background
as an actuary” in order to undertake the project into which Rodin has
entered.

Rodin agreed, saying “you’re hitting upon a very key point when you say
that, but there are a lot actuaries around. Nobody thought of doing what I’m
doing.

“I guess part of the answer is most actuaries are fully employed. There
aren’t a lot sitting around thinking about what they can do to help
Canadians.

“You have to remember that I spent 13 years as a securities analyst and a
portfolio manager, so my mind works in a certain way. Nothing that I did
at Central Grain though related to this project.”

I asked what were the first steps that Rodin took in developing his web-
site.

He says: “The first steps were that I needed to see whether I could devel-
op the necessary mathematical models to do what I had in mind. Once I had
the mathematical models I began working on the structure of a website that
would put these mathematical models into practice.

“I was told by various people that setting up a website is not all that dif-
ficult.” (Boy, were they ever wrong when it came to this website!)

After an initial contact with someone who was working on their PhD and
thought they might be able to produce the kind of website Rodin was look-
ing to create didn’t pan out, a company in Ottawa that had built a similar
kind of website agreed to take on the project.

“The idea was that it was going to take a few months” to create the web-
site, Rodin explains.

“But from the time we started up toward the end of February (just before
the pandemic hit Canada in full force) it took until the end of August” to
finalize the site. 

“Every aspect along the way had to be just right – from the mathematics
to the functionality. It had to be there so that even people who don’t know
much about computers or websites would be able to use this website.
Finally, we reached the point where I’m extremely happy with the site.”

So, having read this far, you might ask yourself: “Why should I go to
HelpYouRetire.ca?”

It’s quite an easy site to navigate. As has already been explained, simply
enter some basic information and the site will provide you with some quick
results about how postponing your decision to begin taking either
CPP/QPP or OAS by one year will benefit you - or might have benefitted
you if you’re already taking your pension.

Then, as Rodin explained, if you’re wanting to know more about how
much more your pension would be affected if you decide to wait even
longer to begin taking your pension, for a fee you can obtain access to even
more comprehensive analytical tools that will show that. The results might
surprise you - and it may end up being one of the most important decisions
you might ever make with regard to retirement planning.

The home page of HelpYouRetire.ca

Elliot Rodin
(Continued from page 9.)
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Internet

A Google search for ‘Jewish baby
strollers’ yields anti-Semitic

images. An extremist campaign
may be to blame. 

Sept. 25, 2020 (JTA) — The Google results
are shocking: Do an image search for “Jewish
baby strollers” and you’ll see row upon row of
portable ovens — an offensive allusion to the
Holocaust.

Google says it’s looking into the search results
and wants to improve them. But according to
researchers, the results may not be an accident.
It’s possible that they’re the result of a coordi-

nated extremist campaign on a fringe website to yield those specific
images.

The Network Contagion Research Institute, which studies the way hate
speech spreads online, located a series of posts on the 4chan message
board, dating back to 2017, that purposefully pair images of ovens on
wheels with the term “Jewish baby stroller.” There were at least a dozen
such images turned up in one search, dating from August and September
2017. That means these results may have been in place for years, even
though they drew attention Friday.

Posting that specific term next to the image may have manipulated
Google’s search algorithm, such that it promoted those images when users
search the term, says Joel Finkelstein, the institute’s director.

“What happens is they trick Google into putting that stuff up top,”
Finkelstein said. “They paste the image with the words so that when you
search those words, the image comes to the top.”

Oven references are relatively common among anti-Semites, who make
them to allude to Jews belonging in the crematoria Nazis used to inciner-
ate the bodies of Jews they killed in the Holocaust.

Google told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency in a statement that the images
are “disturbing,” and are the result of an algorithm. It did not include clear
information on how such search results may be prevented.

“We understand these are disturbing results, and we share the concern
about this content,” the statement said. “It does not reflect our opinions.
When people search for images on Google, our systems largely rely on
matching the words in your query to the words that appear next to images
on the webpage. For this query, which is for a product that doesn’t actual-
ly exist, the closest matches are web pages that contain offensive and hate-
ful content. We’ve done considerable work in improving instances where
we return low quality content, and we’ll look at this situation to see how
we can return more helpful results.”

Google rarely removes individual search results or makes adjustments for
one specific search term. A spokesperson said the company looks for
“broader systematic improvements that can make Search better for other
queries like it.” In particular, the spokesperson said, the challenge here is a
“data void” where the only content available for a search term is “offensive
[or] of low quality.”

Network Contagion Research Institute researchers say there could be
another possibility: that an anti-Semitic meme, also from 2017, led
Google’s search algorithm to mistake the portable oven for a stroller
because they look somewhat similar. Like the 4chan posts, the meme is the
picture of a portable oven over the text “Jewish baby stroller” in all caps.

“It’s either a raid from 4chan trolls or it’s a meme that circulated on the
web,” said Alex Goldenberg, the institute’s lead intelligence analyst. “The
Google search algorithm is driving it to the top for some reason, or the item
in the meme is tricking the Google algorithm.”

Goldenberg added, “It’s notable that Google Image search didn’t pick
that up.”

If it was a coordinated action by online anti-Semites, called a “raid,” it
wouldn’t be the first one. In a 2016 “raid” called Operation Google,
extremists tried to undermine a new tool Google had for spotting and fil-
tering out racial and ethnic slurs. They did this by replacing the slurs in
their comments with the names of tech companies. So, for example, they
used the word “Google” instead of the n-word, and used the word “Skype”
to refer to Jews. They hoped that doing that would force Google to censor
its own name, which did not happen.

This also isn’t the first time Google has yielded anti-Semitic search
results. According to MEMRI, a media research organization, and the
World Zionist organization, the search term “oy vey” yielded anti-Semitic
results as well. In 2016, Google made changes so that its search function
no longer suggested the search term “Jews are evil.”

Goldenberg noted that part of the goal of “raids” is to generate media
coverage, such that anti-Semitic terms spread more widely.

“The nature of these raids is to attract attention to the anti-Semitism,” he
said.

By

BEN SALES

Sept. 23, 2020 (J. the Jewish News of Northern California via JTA)
— After livestreaming for about 23 minutes on YouTube, Wednesday’s
roundtable conversation from San Francisco State University featuring
Palestinian hijacker Leila Khaled suddenly went dark.

“This video has been removed for violating YouTube’s Terms of
Service,” a message said on the page.

The livestream had at least 900 viewers when it was shut down, abrupt-
ly ending when an old video of Khaled was being shown in which she
defended her former activities.

“People have the right to fight those who occupy their land by any means
possible, including weapons,” Khaled said in the video right before the
feed stopped.

Titled “Whose Narratives? Gender, Justice and Resistance,” the virtual
discussion was organized by San Francisco State’s Arab and Muslim
Ethnicities and Diasporas Studies Department. It was to include a talk by
Khaled, as well as a conversation afterward with Khaled and several other
activists. An associate professor, Rabab Abdulhadi, served as moderator.

The day before the event, Zoom announced that Khaled’s participation
would violate company policy and it would not allow its platform to be
used as the host. Zoom disabled the registration link, and the Facebook link
where people could sign up to attend became inactive on Wednesday morn-
ing, leaving organizers scrambling to find a new platform.

Event organizers also reached out to San Francisco State for help in find-
ing a new webinar host and said on social media posts that the university
was working with them.

In a letter to Jennifer Summit, provost and vice president for academic
affairs, they wrote: “SFSU and CSU [the California state university sys-
tem] are obligated to defend us against the vilification and smearing by an
Israel lobby that is troubled by and seeks to silence Palestinian narratives
and scholarship, teaching and advocacy for justice in/for Palestine.”

Neither YouTube, Facebook, San Francisco State nor the Arab and
Muslim Ethnicities and Diasporas Studies Department immediately
responded to a request for comment.

Abdulhadi said in status updates on her personal Facebook page that
Zoom had removed the event link, and later reported that YouTube had
pulled the plug during the conversation.

“Facebook has taken down the AMED event page and disappeared the
Leila Khaled webinar,” she wrote.

The original event page showed several hundred people planning to
attend the talk and over 2,000 people “interested.”

On its Facebook page Tuesday after the Zoom cancellation was
announced, the department posted that it would be hosting the event over
Facebook Live in what, at the time, appeared to be the department’s choice
for an alternative hosting platform.

The post called for supporters to “post a 30-second video in any language
of yourself supporting” the event. A Change.org petition expressing sup-
port for the event and “academic freedom on Palestine” had more than
1,800 signatures and counting as of Wednesday morning.

“Leila Khaled is a powerful, inspiring figure,” the petition read, calling
the proposed event a “historic conversation [on] resistance, resilience, and
gender.”

Khaled was part of a team that hijacked TWA Flight 840 on its way from
Rome to Tel Aviv in August 1969. A year later she participated in the
attempted hijacking of an El Al flight from Amsterdam to New York City
as part of a series of simultaneous hijackings carried out by the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine.

Khaled was arrested in London, where the pilot diverted the plane, and
later released in exchange for hostages from another hijacking. She lives in
Amman, Jordan.

As a counterpoint to the Khaled event, the San Francisco Hillel was
scheduled to host a “Vigil for Victims of Terror” on Wednesday featuring
a prerecorded video of Uri Bar-Lev, the El Al pilot on board Khaled’s
hijacked plane in 1970, as well as poems by San Francisco State students.
According to the Hillel’s executive director, Rachel Nilson Ralston, the
speakers were to include the SFSU president, Lynn Mahoney, and state
Sen. Scott Wiener.

Commenting on Zoom’s decision, Ralston said, “The San Francisco
Hillel community is relieved that Zoom, who provides such a vital tool to
our students, will not allow their platform to amplify hatred or promote a
known terrorist. We are grateful for the outpouring of concern and support.
As always, we’re focused on supporting our students as they move forward
with our ongoing efforts to improve San Francisco State University’s cam-
pus climate.”

The local Jewish Community Relations Council’s Middle East project
director, Karen Stiller, said Zoom “made the commendable decision not to
give hate a platform. Hosting this event would have been a serious ethical
violation.”

The JCRC was among the vigil hosts along with the Anti-Defamation
League and other local organizations.

SF State U event with Palestinian
hijacker Leila Khaled, briefly hosted 

on YouTube, is taken down
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MIRIAM SEGAL
(nee Atnikov)

who passed away
October 11, 2007
30 Days in Tishrei

Every day in some small way
Memories of you come our way
Though absent you are ever
near.
Still missed, still loved and ever
dear.
—Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and siblings.

Due to COVID
the unveiling of

HUDSON
LEZACK

will be postponed
to further times.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RUBY MINUK
who passed away
October 12, 2014
18  days in Tishrei

— Forever loved and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAM STERN
who passed away
Four years ago
October 6, 2016

— With love from Shoshana,
Carmi, Jeriel, Silvan, Doug
and Lyn Stern and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FAY YARMAN
who passed away

September 21, 1994
16 Days in Tishrei

In mind a constant thought
In heart a silent sorrow
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her loving nieces,
nephews, great nieces and
nephews and great-great
nieces and nephews.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RAE
WINESTOCK

who passed away
September 20, 2013

16 days in Tishrei 5774
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children, grand-
children and family.

7th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BERNIE
GOLDSTEIN

who passed away
October 6, 2017

16 days in Tishrei, 5778
— Always remembered with
much love & sadly missed by
your loving wife, children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SARAH
SILVERBERG

who passed away
October 4, 1990

15 days in Tishrei
— Sadly missed by her
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LILLIAN
TRACHTENBERG

who passed away
October 7, 2014

14 days in Tishrei
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

6th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHIRLEY
BARON

who passed away
September 22, 2010
14 days in Tishrei

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren, great-grand-
children,  family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
daughter and sister

BRINA
ERENBERG

who passed away
October 6, 1976

13 Days in Tishrei
Her soul touched every
human being
With everlasting love and life
eternal.
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her brothers and
sister.

In loving memory of

CHARLES
BOYCE

who passed away
September 25, 2007
13 days in Tishrei

— Remembered daily, missed
deeply and forever loved
Geraldine, Richard, Kenny
and Alex and family.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

22nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FRANCES
STANDIL
who passed away
October 2, 1998

12 Days in Tishrei
— Always remembered by
your family and friends.

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
SILVERBERG

who passed away
September 22, 1980
12 Days in Tishrei

— Sadly missed by his
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BESSIE
(ABELLS)

STRONGER
who passed away

September 30, 1996
17 Days in Tishrei

— Deeply loved and forever
missed by her children Barry,
Michael and Zoa and Lyle and
the rest of her family. May
your sense of humor and
source of strength be embodied
in your great grand-daughter,
your namesake Elizabeth.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
DR. MORRIS

BRODER
We love you dearly and miss
you every day!
— Your loving wife Shirley,
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

6th Yahrzeit
Yud Ches Tishrei

In Memoriam
32nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAM FLEISHER
who passed away

September 28, 1988
17 Days in Tishrei, 5749

— Sadly missed and forever
remembered by his son Wil,
daughter-in-law Doreen, and
grandchildren Zach, Ben,
Gideon and Raisa.
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In Memoriam

LEONARD
PAUL

who passed away
October 3, 1991

25 days in Tishrei

ELAINE
(Footlick) PAUL

who passed away
October 10, 2018
1 day in Cheshvan

In loving memory of

We carry your hearts; we carry them in our hearts.
– Love always and forever, your children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SIDNEY
GOODMAN

who passed away
October 3, 1991

— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your daughter
Roberta.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RONNIE SEGAL
who passed away
October 17, 2008
18 Days in Tishrei

— Always in our hearts and
forever loved by her children
and grandchildren.

12th Yahrzeit

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

OCT. 7

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. BRIAN
BROOKER
who passed away
October 5, 2012

19 days in Tishrei
Lovingly remembered, always
loved, never forgotten.
— With love your beloved
family and friends.

In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In loving memory
of our dearest

mother and grandmother

EVA (CHAVA)
MLYNARSKI

who passed away
October 22, 2005
19 Days in Tishrei

Though absent, you are always
near.
We light a candle in your
beautiful memory.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your children and
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SLUVA
POLLOCK
who passed away
October 7, 1982

20 Days in Tishrei
— Sadly missed and
always remembered by her
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOE
SILVERBERG

who passed away
October 21, 2011
23 days in Tishrei

 Always remembered and
forever missed.
— Your loving wife, children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MIRIAM SEGAL
(nee Atnikov)

who passed away
October 11, 2007
30 Days in Tishrei

Every day in some small way
Memories of you come our way
Though absent you are ever
near.
Still missed, still loved and ever
dear.
—Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and siblings.

In loving memory of

Mrs. TOBY
(Teibel) BINDER

who passed away
October 12, 1968
20 Days in Tishrei

— Sadly missed in the hearts
of her daughter-in-law,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

JOE ZELCER
who passed away
October 4, 2015

21 days in Tishrei
In our hearts the memories of
you linger,
Your kind, loving, caring and
selfless ways,
Cherishing the times we were
all together
Will live with us forever.
A remarkable husband, father,
grandfather, friend and
gentleman,
That man was you.
— Deeply loved and missed by
your family 

In Memoriam
17th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ELEANOR
CHOCHINOV

who passed away
October 17, 2003
21 Days in Tishrei

— Lovingly remembered and
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren, and
family.

36th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
SEGAL

who passed away
October 18, 1984
22 Days in Tishrei

Already thirty-six years have
passed since you left us. Our
sorrow will forever be as great
as the day you were taken from
us and your memory shall never
be forgotten in the hearts of
your daughter, Edna,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

BEN LUNGEN
who passed away
October 5, 2009

17 days in Tishrei
— Deeply missed and lovingly
remembered by his children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit



In Memoriam

In loving memory of

YOCHEVED
(JEANETTE)

PERLOV
who passed away
October 11, 2002
24 Days in Tishrei

Sadly missed
Forever in our hearts
— Her children, grand-
children, great-grandchildren
and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHEILA
SELLERS
who passed away
October 24, 2000
25 Days in Tishrei

— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your children and
grandchildren.

In Mem
In loving memory of our dear p

BEN CUTLER
who passed away
October 1, 1983

24 Days in Tishrei, 5744
— Always remembered and sadly m
in-law and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
7th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MASHA
(MASHKA) LIBA

BERENHAUT
who passed away

September 23, 2013
19 Days in Tishrei

Seven years have passed
Your absence is greatly felt
We miss you, we love  you and

you will always be on our minds
and in our hearts forever.

— Your children, grand-
children and great-grand-
children.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FLORENCE
GUNN

who passed away
October 9, 1998

19 days in Tishrei
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
33rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

TABL GUNER
who passed away
October 9, 1987

16 days in Tishrei
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

WILLIAM (BILL)
GREENFIELD

who passed away
October 13, 1995

19 days in Tishrei, 5756
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BELLE DAITER
who passed away
October 5, 2004
20 days Tishrei

— Sadly remembered and
always loved by her  daughters
and their families.

16th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORRIS
(MOISHE)
LEVINE

who passed away
October 8, 1993

23 Days in Tishrei
— Lovingly remembered by
Marcia.

In Memoriam

Will Hamas and Fatah unite in force
as Israel develops ties to Arab world?

The Fatah-led Palestinian Authority “has hit rock bottom
and is in its worst political position since the first Gulf War,”

said Middle East expert Ido Zelkovitz.

By ARIEL BEN SOLOMON
(September 25, 2020 / JNS) The recent deals to normalize relations

between Israel and the United Arab Emirates, and Israel and Bahrain, have
led many to conclude that the Arab-Israeli conflict has reached a signifi-
cant turning point. With the exception of Egypt and Jordan, Arab countries
for years have refused to recognize Israel until the Israeli-Palestinian dis-
pute was settled.

It appears, however, that the Arab world has moved on to focus on other
pressing issues of the day and of the region, including a focus on technol-
ogy, economic development and hostility to radical forces such as Iran,
Qatar and Turkey. This has led to questions over whether the Palestinians
will find themselves increasingly isolated as Israel expands diplomacy
across the Middle East and Africa.

Ido Zelkovitz, head of the Middle East Studies program at the Max Stern
Yezreel Valley College between the cities of Afula and Nazareth, and a
senior research fellow at the Ezri Center for Iran & Persian Gulf Studies at
the University of Haifa, told JNS that the Fatah-led Palestinian Authority
“has hit rock bottom and is in its worst political position since the first Gulf
war.”

Not only has the Fatah movement led by Palestinian Authority chief
Mahmoud Abbas failed to make progress on the creation of a Palestinian
state, but their continued rejectionism has caused Arab states to lose
patience with their cause and not wait for a change in mindset.

“The region has changed dramatically in recent years, and the moderate
Arab states don’t see that they have any territorial or military conflicts with
Israel,” said Zelkovitz.

Indeed, angered at the Arab world’s growing ties with Israel just one
week after the signing of agreements with the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain, the Palestinian leadership quit their chairmanship of Arab League
meetings, announced the Palestinian Authority’s foreign minister.

“Moderate Arab states don’t see that they have any territorial or military
conflicts with Israel.”

The Palestinian leadership—split mainly between the P.A. under Abbas
and Hamas under Ismail Haniyeh, and marked
by strife over the years—is making efforts to
increase cooperation in resisting against Israel,
which is in the midst of a normalization cam-
paign with Gulf states and other Arab-majority
countries. To that end, the two parties were
scheduled to hold talks in Turkey on improving
their cooperation and joint efforts.

Still, it is unlikely that Hamas, the de facto
ruler in the Gaza Strip since it ousted the P.A.
in 2007, and the P.A., which administers “Area
A” and “Area B” of the West Bank as per the
Oslo Accords, will be able to overcome their
years-long bitter feud.

‘Palestinian unity has always been a myth’
Asaf Romirowsky, executive director of

Scholars for Peace in the Middle East, says that
“Palestinian unity has always been a myth,
especially between Hamas and Fatah. That
said, the anti-Semitic/anti-Zionist sentiment
h a s
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moriam
r parents and grandparents

CLARA CUTLER
who passed away
October 8, 2002

2 Days in Cheshvan, 5763
missed by their son, daughter-

Analysis

Palestinians in Ramallah, in the West Bank, protest against the nor-
malization agreements with Israel, the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain as the Jewish state increasingly seeks to foster diplomatic ties
with the Arab world, Sept. 15, 2020. Photo by Flash90.

Continued on page 21.
See “Palestinians”.
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Gerry Posner

Michael Posner - the King Of Cohen 

Iam breaking a cardinal
rule - not just mine. Ever
since I started writing

these so called items of
interest (at least to me), I
have tried to avoid involving
my own family - probably
because no one is interested.

(Ed. note: That’s not true, Gerry.) Well, I am breaking
that rule with this article because in my view this sub-
ject has a value to it that supersedes any feeling of
advancement of a family member. 

My brother, Michael Posner, and the real journalist
and writer in the family, has just completed a three vol-
ume life story on the late and great Leonard Cohen. I
will say here and now that I doubt that there is anyone
around including Leonard’s own family, that knows as
much about Cohen as does Michael. So would you if you spent over three
years interviewing anyone who had a connection of almost any kind with
Cohen. Five hundred twenty interviews later with friends, colleagues, busi-
ness partners - and not to forget his many lovers, my brother has created a
picture of Cohen spanning his life right until his death a few years ago.
Now I think many people who read the books may recognize some of the
stories told, but I am confident that most of what they read will cause com-
ments like “Who knew?” or “Is that possible?” or “This guy has a side I
never knew about him.” 

What Michael did was take these many, many interviews, all taped with
the consent of the participants, and then weave them chronologically into
the story of Leonard’s life. The challenge for Michael (after he finished the
arduous task of transcribing these interviews) and indeed the challenge for
anyone who writes this kind of verbatim book, is to link the stories togeth-
er in a meaningful way so that one story follows another, not only in time,
but in a compressible sense. This whole effort lasted over three years and
took Michael to places so much a part of Leonard’s life, such as Los

Angeles; New York; Ithaca, NY; Hydra in Greece;
Austin, Texas; London, England; San Francisco; and
of course, Montréal - from whence Cohen came. Oh
yes, I ought not forget Costa Rica. 

Now, let me state that I have not seen or read the
books. The first one, “Leonard Cohen, Untold Stories:
The Early Years”, is about to be published by Simon
and Schuster in October, 2020 with the subsequent
books due in the fall of 2021 and in the fall of 2022.
But, just from what I have gleaned from my brother in
casual conversation he tells me that Cohen addicts are
going to be overjoyed, surprised and perplexed.  

I quote from, Harvey Kubernik, a very well known
music historian and himself an author of “Leonard
Cohen, Everybody Knows” who wrote for the jacket in
the book as follows: “ Posner is our Cohen-centric tour
guide. He has delivered an enthralling oral history,

carefully weaving the multi-voice narratives to us in a revealing, deep-dive
exploration. I eagerly await the next volume.”

Michael was born and raised in Winnipeg and is a graduate of the
University of Manitoba. He started his career in journalism in Toronto a
long time ago. To be sure, even though Michael’s entire career has been in
journalism, including 16 years with the Toronto Globe and Mail,
Washington Bureau Chief for Maclean’s Magazine, and later editor of its
National and Foreign Divisions, and has seven books to his credit, includ-
ing a similar type of work on the life of author Mordecai Richler, this cor-
nucopia of all things Cohen was his most ambitious undertaking in a liter-
ary way. Leonard Cohen was a complicated guy and it took three books to
present all facets of the man. And his fame crosses continents so it is like-
ly this book and the subsequent ones to follow will be reprinted in other
languages. In short, for all Cohenaholics and even those mildly interested,
get ready for Volume One by former Winnipegger Michael Posner.

always acted as the glue that has over-
come the political fragmentation.”

At the same time, he said, “the
Palestinians will continue lobbying

pro-Palestinian individuals and groups in the Gulf in order to make the
Palestinian case and ensure ongoing financial support.”

Kobi Michael, a senior researcher at Israel’s Institute for National
Security Studies, told JNS, “I see no real progress towards true reconcilia-
tion between Fatah and Hamas, as the gaps are too wide.”

He said “Hamas and Fatah are competing over the best strategy to pursue
independence, and at the same time, control of the Palestinian arena.”

The INSS expert added that a key factor that should be emphasized is the
varying agendas of Haniyeh and Yahya Sinwar, another principle leader of
Hamas in Gaza, home to nearly 2 million Palestinian Arabs. “Sinwar has a
much more local agenda and focus on Gaza, while Haniyeh has a much
broader agenda related to political Islam.”

“Hamas and Fatah are competing over the best strategy to pursue inde-
pendence.”

Qatar, a key backer of Hamas and its parent organization, the Muslim
Brotherhood, is playing a significant role in the Gaza arena. The Gulf state
supports former Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal and Haniyeh, while at the
same time supporting Sinwar, playing them off against each other to pro-
mote its interests, explained Michael.
Moreover, the Iranian threat has led Arab Gulf states to make a military
alliance with the United States and Israel.
Zelkovitz said that “Israel is the only power in the region that can deal with
Iran militarily.” The alliance of some Arab states with Israel is perceived as
a guarantee in case the United States decides not to get involved when
faced with Iranian aggression.”
The Saudis always said that normalization would come after Israel reached
a peace agreement with the Palestinians, but “we see the formula has
flipped.”
“The Palestinian leadership is stuck in the past and thinks the Arabs will
wait forever for them,” added Zelkovitz.
‘Refocus attention via violence’
Hamas has responded to the normalization agreement between Israel and
the two Gulf states mainly by firing rockets into southern Israel. It is meant
to send a signal to the United States and Europe that it still is a player than
needs to be dealt with, said Zelkovitz, adding that it is part of the internal
struggle over the veritable leader of the Palestinians.
Regarding the radical alliance of Turkey, Qatar and Iran that oppose any
normalization deals, Zelkovitz noted that Fatah is not a natural fit in this
group as much as Hamas.
All of this comes at a point where polls show the Palestinians do not have

confidence in their leadership and are more inclined to a one-state solution
under Israeli sovereignty, he assessed.
“Israel is shifting from being the most hated country in the region to a
desired partner.”
Romirowsky added that as the modality for peace has become less about
the Palestinians and more about regional stability in face of the continued
Iranian threat, “the Palestinians will look to refocus the attention on them-
selves via violence, though the attacks will be unable to alter the regional
dynamic.”
He emphasized that “Israel is shifting from being the most hated country in
the region to a desired partner.”
Notwithstanding the new regional reality, continued Romirowsky, “in
North America and Europe, where the Palestinian cause is thriving thanks
to the BDS movement, these changes will fail to diminish their cause but
will embolden their efforts towards greater anti-

Palestinians
(Continued from page 20.)

By

GERRY POSNER

MICHAEL POSNER

Dutch city of Haarlem withdraws honor from
rapper who downplayed the Holocaust

Sept. 27, 2020 (JTA) — Darryl Danchelo Osenga will no long become
the official poet of Haarlem, a city in the Netherlands, after his past com-
ments dismissing the severity of the Holocaust caused a firestorm.

City officials said they had discussed some of Osenga’s past statements
with him before appointing him city poet and he had distanced himself
from them, according to Algemeen Dagblad, a Dutch newspaper. But after
HE was appointed, advocacy groups raised concerns about a 2012 song
that called the Holocaust a “cover up for dumb sheep” and a “joke” com-
pared to slavery.

Two days after announcing Osenga’s appointment, Haarlem withdrew it.
“After the appointment was announced, new quotes from Darryl

Danchelo Osenga emerged that are at odds with values   that the municipal-
ity of Haarlem stands for,” the city said in a statement, according to the
newspaper.

Osenga, who performs as Insayno, posted a statement on his Facebook
page Friday lamenting his loss of the honor and reporting that he was
receiving death threats because of the criticism. “Every person makes jokes
they thought were funny but in the end they weren’t,” he wrote.

“The difference between me and all the people who comment on me,
threaten me with death, call me names, hate, spam my pages with the most
disgusting messages is that I can recognize my mistakes and take respon-
sibility for the things I have said or done in the past,” he said.



I
n the relative com-
fort of everyday
life, it is often diffi-

cult to relate our
everyday lives with
the atrocities of the
Holocaust. It is imper-
ative, however, that
youth learn and con-
nect with this history,
understanding the
responsibility each
individual has to
defend the rights of
others. While the abil-
ity to seamlessly
define the term

‘Holocaust’, or list the names and dates of major battles is an important
aspect in forming a contextually accurate historiographic understanding, it
is crucial the study of history be expanded; encompassing the significance
of each individual life and the constant extrapolation of what may be
learned from the past. During grade eleven, I travelled to Europe on a
school trip focused on the Holocaust. My experiences in Warsaw,
Auschwitz, Lidice, and Berlin forever changed my interpretation of histo-
ry, bringing to life the magnitude and depth of this atrocity. My abstract and
theoretical knowledge, based solely in classroom learning, became con-
nected to the individual stories of those who once stood where I stood,
bringing to life the reality of war and sacrifice in a new and extremely pow-
erful manner.

As I walked through the Museum of the Polish Jews in Warsaw, I became
transfixed by the complexity of the narrative. Spanning a thousand years,
the connection between the Polish empire and the Jewish community was
incredible. Throughout the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries,
the Jewish population served an integral role within the development of
Poland’s economy and social structure1 Jolanta Ambrosewicz-Jacobs and Leszek

Hoñdo, eds., Why Should We Teach About the Holocaust?, trans. Michael Jacobs, vol. 2

(Cracow: The Jagiellonian University Institute of European Studies, 2005), ) pg. 17, a
reality mirrored in many European nations. However, less than ten percent
of these Polish Jews survived the Second World War2 Ibid. pg. 19 . Openly
stated in the minutes of the Wannsee Conference, held in Berlin, January
1942, “The aim of all of this was to cleanse German living space of Jews
in a legal manner”3 Jon E Lewis , ed., Voices From The Holocaust (London: Robinson,

2012) pg. 125. Within the book, Voices of the Holocaust, Filip Muller, a
Sonderkommando from Auschwitz, describes the moment he came to
understand this gruesome truth, “The damp stench of dead bodies and a
cloud of stifling, biting smoke surged out towards us. Through the fumes I
saw the vague outline of huge ovens. We were in the cremation room of the
Auschwitz crematorium.”4 Ibid pg. 133

These chilling words rang in my ears as I stood in the Auschwitz bar-
racks, filled with thousands of shoes, the glass case with baby clothing;
they echoed on the walls as I stepped inside the crematorium with rows of
ovens standing cold and silent. The people who died were no longer a sta-
tistic in a textbook, but individual people with lives, families, and dreams,
some too young even to speak. As I walked the grounds of Auschwitz, I
imagined myself stepping off the train and onto the platform. Our tour
guide stopped in front of a blank brick wall, the spot where the camp
orchestra played. As a violinist myself, I imagined that this may have been
my task; to play for the other prisoners, perhaps my own family as they

walked to their deaths. I stood in the silence of the Auschwitz tower, over-
looking miles of barracks, alone with these painfully unavoidable thoughts,
and I felt the overwhelming reality of suffering and loss.

Prior to our trip, we learned the history of Operation Anthropoid5 Branik

Ceslav and Carmelo Lisciotto , “The Massacre at Lidice,” The Massacre at Lidice “The

German Occupation of Europe” http://www.HolocaustResearchProject.org (Holocaust

Education & Archive Research Team, 2008), ), and the devastating story of the
Lidice massacre. In 1942, a group of Czech resistance fighters, working
with the exiled Polish government in Britain, successfully assassinated
Reinhard Heydrich, a high ranking Nazi official. In retaliation for this act,
the German forces destroyed the neighbouring village of Lidice, systemat-
ically killing one hundred and seventy-two men, sending the women to
Ravensbrück concentration camp, and all but nine children to Chelmno
extermination camp6 Meilan Solly, “The Lost Children of the Lidice Massacre,”

Smithsonian.com, September 12, 2018, accessed June 23, 2020, https://www.smithsoni-

anmag.com/history/story-lidice-massacre-180970242/). Flattened to ruins, the Nazis
proudly proclaimed that “the village of Lidice, its residents, and its very
name, were now forever blotted from memory”7 Branik Ceslav and Carmelo

Lisciotto , “The Massacre at Lidice,” The Massacre at Lidice “The German Occupation of

Europe” http://www.HolocaustResearchProject.org (Holocaust Education & Archive

Research Team, 2008), ). 

Following the publication of this event, the international community was
outraged. A member of the British Parliament founded the “Lidice Shall
Live”8 Meilan Solly, “The Lost Children of the Lidice Massacre,” Smithsonian.com,

September 12, 2018, accessed June 23, 2020, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/histo-

ry/story-lidice-massacre-180970242/) campaign, immortalizing the tragedy with-
in the media and on the global stage. This reaction was starkly juxtaposed
by the notably restrained response from the Allies regarding the Final
Solution. As a politically charged point of contention9 Ibid, the internation-
al community was wary to portray the Holocaust as a driving factor in the
war, while the Lidice Massacre provided a “neutral and indisputably despi-
cable example” of Nazi cruelty. In truth, nothing could prepare me, or any-
one else for our visit to the Lidice memorial. I stepped out of the bus, over-
looking a beautiful field, with a stream running through it, and a nearby
forest. It was impossible to reconcile these two realities. As we walked
through the grass, I could not comprehend how little there was left of the
town; the foundation of a church, and a plaque where a house once stood.
We stopped in front of the statues of eighty-two children who were mur-
dered10 Ibid, and I struggled to quantify such atrocities. A village, a people
and a way of life gone without the smallest trace.

Upon our arrival in Berlin the following day, we embarked on a walking
tour of the city, visiting several Holocaust memorials. In particular, the
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe was a unique and deeply
poignant monument, one which significantly impacted my understanding
of the Holocaust. Spanning more than 19,000 square metres, 2711 concrete
slabs stand, ranging in height from eight inches to over sixteen feet11 Sam

Merrill and Leo Schmidt, eds., A Reader in Uncomfortable Heritage and Dark Tourism,

Brandenburg University of Technology, 2010,, accessed June 26, 2020, ) pg. 127. These
coffin-like structures silently stretch into a concrete graveyard, commemo-
rating the millions of nameless Jews who died in the Holocaust. As I
walked between the rows of concrete pillars, I lost track of time, feeling
lost and singularly insignificant. Designed for one person to walk in soli-
tude12 Ibid., pg. 135, I found myself alone between concrete coffins that
stretched far above my head. I glanced up at the slits of sky visible and
found myself contemplating the enormity of the Holocaust in a way I had
not previously. This, I believe, was
the purpose of the memorial; the

The Silence of History

Minna Rosner essay contest winner Rosemund Ragetli

E
ach year the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada spon-
sors an essay contest named for the late Shoah survivor Mina
Rosner.  Mina Rosner dedicated many hours to educating peo-

ple about the Shoah as well as the importance of combating racism
and discrimination and upholding human rights.

Students in grades 9-12 are annually invited to submit essays on the
subject of the Shoah and/or human rights. The winner of the Mina
Ronser Human Rights Award receives a monetary prize.

The winner this year is Rosemund Ragetli, who graduated this past
June from Westwood Collegiate.

Interestingly, the previous year’s winner, Blake Edwards, was also a
student at Westwood Collegiate. Special mention, therefore, must be
made of Westwood history teacher, Kelly Hiebert, who not only teach-
es students about the Shoah, in 2019 he took students to Europe. As
part of that trip students visited Auschwitz. Both Blake and Rosemund
were part of the group that went on that trip.

Following is Rosemund Ragetli’s essay:
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realization that within the confines of such a immense structure, one per-
son is rendered insignificant, just as an individual life may be forgotten
among the millions of lives lost. The unchanging constancy of this monu-
ment was extremely thought provoking, connecting the colossal magnitude
of the Holocaust to a deeply personal and unique experience.  

The trip significantly impacted my interpretation of history, in a way I
could never have anticipated. By stepping into the events of the past; walk-
ing the grounds of Auschwitz and Lidice, standing before the incredible
monuments for the Holocaust, I gained a deeper and more personal under-
standing for the importance of history within my own life. The information
I had learned in class was suddenly part of something much larger, the real-
ization that while history is, of course, the study of past events, the true
value lies in its application to the present and most importantly, the future.
After returning home, I worked to fulfill this mission, studying history with
a new appreciation, I joined the Westwood Historical Society in order to
connect the atrocities of the Holocaust to the youth of my own generation.  

As I toured the Museum of the Polish Jews, walked the grounds of
Auschwitz, and stood before the Holocaust memorials in Lidice and Berlin,
my interpretation of history changed forever. I understood that it is our mis-
sion, as youth, to not only learn history, but to connect and apply it to the
future. A theoretical knowledge of the Holocaust must be linked to a per-
sonal understanding of its magnitude, with each individual life holding
meaning beyond a statistical value. Within the ease of everyday life, this is
an undeniably difficult reality to comprehend, but one that must be under-
stood. We as a generation have a responsibility to remember these events,
learning from the atrocities of the Holocaust before they fade into the
anonymity and silence of history.  
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By Rabbi LISA SILVERSTEIN (JTA) — When I
was in rabbinical school, we were taught some pretty
solid information about death and burial. It was aca-
demically correct and historically accurate — it was
actually one of my favorite courses.

However, the class did not prepare me in the least
to conduct a funeral. Moreover, the information I
learned certainly did not give me the tools to counsel
families about death and dying.

In fact, the very first week of my rabbinate, due to
my inexperience and my lack of training, I advised a
family to make a disastrous decision regarding the
burial of a loved one — leading a family to go against
the soon-to-be deceased’s clearly articulated wishes
to be cremated. I overzealously lectured the family in
the hospital waiting room about the Jewish preference
for burial over cremation, hoping the family would
change their loved one’s mind. Minutes after he died, the family insisted on
burying him — against his wishes.

I’ve never quite gotten over that mistake or that moment. It has pro-
foundly influenced me in the way in which I approach families during these
difficult, painful moments that often precede the death of a loved one.

I’ve been thinking about this a lot in recent days, as I have seen many
posts — some indignant, others curious — questioning the fact that Ruth
Bader Ginsburg will lie in repose, and how this honor might be in conflict
with the Jewish practice of hastening burial.

There is no doubt that overall, the Jewish custom is to bury loved ones as
soon as possible. We are guided by the Torah, which teaches us that the
body of an executed man may not be left overnight because it is an affront
to God (Deut. 21:22-23).

The Shulchan Aruch, the Code of Jewish Law, noted first that while
immediate burial is ultimately preferred, there are a number of situations
that warrant delay.

I can personally attest to the fact that in Israel, the burial of the deceased
occurs so quickly that if you don’t check your text messages for a few
hours, you might very well miss not only the death notice but also the
funeral of a loved one or an acquaintance. However, when a dignitary dies,
the funeral is delayed without a second thought in order to allow other
heads of state from around the world to arrive, as well as giving time for
Israeli citizens to pay their respects to the deceased.

When Shimon Peres died in 2016, the funeral for the Nobel Prize-win-
ning visionary and former Israeli prime minister and president was delayed
48 hours. His body lay in state at the Knesset, or parliament, for one day in
order to allow the Israeli public to pay their respects.

So, too, was the funeral for Yitzhak Rabin, who was assassinated on Nov.

4, 1995, as he was leaving a Tel Aviv peace rally
after speaking. His body also lay in state, and then
was slowly taken through the streets of Jerusalem to
allow the public to pay respect. There was also a
two-day delay in his burial to allow for the arrival of
dignitaries from around the world.

Golda Meir died on Dec. 8, 1978, and was buried
four days later. Tens of thousands of Israelis filed by
her coffin while it lay in state.

Ginsburg lay in state in the U.S. Capitol on Friday
— she was the first woman to ever receive this
honor. (By contrast, Rosa Parks lay “in honor” in the
Capitol Rotunda in 2005, the only other woman to
receive such an honor.) Prior to that, Ginsburg lay
in repose in the U.S. Supreme Court on Wednesday
and Thursday.

I am quite certain that Ginsburg considered all of
the implications of what it would mean for her to lie

— or not to lie — in repose, and that she made deliberate, intelligent deci-
sions based on the desires of her family. It is not upon us to question those
decisions, nor to judge her or her family regarding their difficult (or per-
haps not so difficult) choices.

I began this post with the story of my inadequacies regarding counseling
grieving families partly because, even now, with more than 20 years of
experience as a rabbi, I still don’t have all the right answers. However, I can
say with great certainty that there is not a singular Jewish way to mourn, to
bury, to grieve.

For those of us who are rightfully sad about the loss of such a magnifi-
cent human being, we will find our path through mourning and preserving
Ginsburg’s public legacy. I have no doubt that her family’s private mourn-
ing will likely look radically different than the public honor that will be
bestowed by her admirers.

Just as I became overzealous in my desire to “help” that family make the
“right” decision about the rituals to bestow upon their loved one, I fear that
in our desire to take pride in Ginsburg’s Jewish legacy, we might have col-
lectively crossed appropriate boundaries.

There is no doubt that many of us feel a visceral connection to Ginsburg
— perhaps because she was a Jew, perhaps because she was a woman who
fought the good fight in a world that didn’t give her the respect she
deserved for her incredible intellect and work ethic. Rather than question-
ing the rituals that will ultimately lay her body to rest and bind her soul
with God, let us learn from her life’s lessons and fight for truth, justice,
fairness and equality, as she would most certainly encourage us to do.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of JTA or its parent company, 70
Faces Media.

I’m a rabbi who learned the hard way that policing how Jews mourn never ends well

Rabbi LISA SILVERSTEIN
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HEARING AIDS 
HIDE SO YOU 

CAN STAND OUT
Ultra-small, ready-to-wear 
hearing aids - so discreet, 

no one may ever know 
you’re wearing them

One of the world’s smallest hearing aids, Silk X, is ready to 
wear thanks to its super soft silicone sleeves that allow it to 
hide comfortably in your ear.
• Nearly invisible in the ear for optimal discretion

• Acoustic motion sensor technology – so you can hear sounds around you 

• Click Sleeves™ for a quick and easy instant-fit; custom mold is not required 

• Signia App - direct help from your hearing care professional wherever you are (appointment required)

NEW!

Begin your hearing care journey with a telehearing appointment

Call for an appointment today
to see if the new Silk X is right for you!

ENJOY THE CONVENIENCE OF TELEHEARING CARE 

*Discount offer applies to purchases made between September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020. Discount of up to $1,100 available for purchase of select binaural hearing aids of specific technology. Full refund applies on purchase up to 60 days, and 
hearing aids must be returned to be eligible for a trial period refund. Other discount amounts available and depend on hearing aid purchase. Cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion and is not redeemable for cash. Smart 
technology and/or WiFi required for certain accessories. Not applicable on third party orders. Offer available only at participating clinics in Canada. See clinic for more details.

Trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. helixhearingcare.ca

204-809-4345

1020 Lorimer Boulevard, Suite 205
Winnipeg, MB

204-800-7489

246 Kennedy Street
Winnipeg, MB

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

This purchase
offer also includes a
60 DAY TRIAL PERIOD*

of the ultra small Silk X
hearing aids

PURCHASE A PAIR OF SILK X
HEARING AIDS AND RECEIVE UP TO

$1,100 OFF*

FREE HEARING TEST
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